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audio

by anna zeitlin

H The Witches Are

Coming

NEW YEAR’S
RESOLUTION:

Listen to More

Audiobooks!

The titular feminist rallying
cry of The Witches Are Coming (Hachette Audio, 6.5 hours)
echoes throughout Shrill writer
Lindy West’s latest collection of
essays, which explores personal
stories and pop culture through
the lens of our current political
reality. West has a wonderfully
dry wit, and her biting narration makes her essays even funnier. Just the
way she reads the chapter title “Is Adam Sandler Funny?” had me laughing, and then she goes on to explore not only Sandler’s jokes but also their
impact on a generation of men. In another essay, she describes attending
a conference by Gwyneth Paltrow’s lifestyle brand, Goop, which she approaches with an open mind, allowing folks to have fun with their crystals, then points out the class disparities of the wellness industry. West
brings humor and her resolutely feminist perspective to each topic.

Me

READ BY YARELI ARIZMENDI
“American Dirt is an
extraordinary piece of work.”
—S TEPHEN KING

3

READ BY SUSAN BENNETT
A novel of chilling intrigue
from New York Times bestselling
author Diane Chamberlain

3

Elton John reflects on his life in Me (Macmillan Audio, 12 hours), looking back on his
youth as a poor boy in a broken home, his
years as a struggling musician and eventually
his life as a rock legend and humanitarian. He
speaks with distance and clarity about his bulimia and addictions to cocaine and alcohol.
He finds humor in those dark days, like the
time Andy Warhol showed up at John Lennon’s apartment, and Lennon
and John had to pretend they weren’t home so Warhol wouldn’t capture
their piles of cocaine with his famous Polaroid. John’s friendly rivalry with
Rod Stewart pops up throughout the book, as each takes great pride in
sabotaging the other and gloating over his successes. John is ready to retire
from the road and wants to spend more time with his family, but he clearly isn’t done creating. He reads the beginning and end of the audiobook,
with Taron Egerton taking over the bulk of the narration. Egerton recently
played John in the biopic Rocketman, and he easily jumps back into the
role, providing a dynamic narration filled with earnest enthusiasm.

READ BY THE AUTHOR

3From the #1 New York Times
bestselling co-author of
Extreme Ownership

READ BY THE AUTHOR
“Captivating and enlightening.”
—KIM SCO TT, BES T SELLING

3

AUTHOR OF RADICAL CANDOR

3 READ BY REBECCA SOLER

“It’s a magnificent creation,
laden with wonder and fear
impossible to turn away
from...Literal goose bumps.”
— BOOKLIS T , S TARRED REVIEW

AVAIL ABLE FROM
4

MACMILL AN AUDIO

Nothing to See Here
In Kevin Wilson’s latest novel, Nothing to See
Here (HarperAudio, 7 hours), Lillian leaps at
the chance to help her former best friend,
Madison, despite past betrayals. Madison
is married to a wealthy Tennessee senator,
and when his ex-wife dies, he takes in their
two children. But the thing is, these kids
burst into flames. Lillian drops everything to
become their governess and help Madison
raise these weird fire children. This bizarre, captivating novel questions
what makes a family and satirizes Southern gentility and politicians. Marin
Ireland does a great job with the narration, creating unique voices for each
character that reveal their personalities, even the young children’s.

Anna Zeitlin is an art curator and hat maker who fills her hours
with a steady stream of audiobooks.

lifestyles

by susannah felts

H The Thank-You

Project

You probably have several thankyou notes to write after the holidays, which may feel like just
one more item on your to-do list.
But what if you thought about
thank-yous differently? When
she turned 50, Nancy Davis Kho
began writing thoughtful letters of gratitude to the people
(and places and things) that had
shaped her life for the better. In
The Thank-You Project (Running Press, $22, 9780762468454), Kho shares stories from her project and
encourages us to embark on our own versions. Her process boils down to
three main tasks: “see, say, and savor” your memories of formative people, places and things. Kho is a funny, relatable and not-too-sentimental
guide to this deeply meaningful practice.

Weeknight Baking
Procrasti-baking: It’s a thing.You’re on a massive
work deadline, but you’re mixing cookie batter
because baking makes you feel good. Michelle
Lopez of the blog Hummingbird High knows
all about it, and she’s here to help all of us fit
baking into our busy lives. In Weeknight Baking (Simon & Schuster, $35, 9781501189876),
Lopez applies time management skills to flexible recipes, so you can put together a cake over
a few nights or substitute ingredients when
the pantry doesn’t cooperate. She shares a list
of the right tools—for instance, you’re going to want a quarter sheet pan for
freezing cookie dough. Of course, you may be looking for instant gratification, and Lopez has your back there, too, with her “Single Lady Chocolate
Chip Cookie” that gives you one beautiful, 4-inch-wide personal dessert in
only 12 minutes. What weeknight doesn’t need that?

Growing Good Food
There are lots of good reasons to grow a garden, and now we can add climate change to the
list. In Growing Good Food (Stone Pier, $19.95,
9780998862330), Acadia Tucker explains that regenerative farming—which focuses on healthy,
organic matter-rich soil—is one simple way to
soak up carbon emissions. In making the case
for a nation full of “carbon-sucking mini farms,”
she recalls the victory gardens of World War II, a
successful grassroots response to the war effort.
Her book outlines steps for becoming a carbon
farmer, no matter how small your plot, and suggests starter plants (go with perennials, not annuals), fertilizers, organic
pest control solutions and how to make good compost. This is a slim but
smart volume of gardening expertise and a necessary call to arms.

Susannah Felts is a Nashville-based writer and co-founder of The Porch, a literary arts
organization. She enjoys anything paper-related and, increasingly, plant-related.

well read | by robert weibezahl

The origins of Virginia Woolf
A beguiling look at the many women who helped shape the
temperament, talents and art of Virginia Woolf
Modernist trailblazer and feminist icon Virginia Woolf not only
helped change the course of literature but also significantly altered
the way we think about women
writers and their work. In Gillian
Gill’s captivating and incisive new
study, Virginia Woolf: And the
Women Who Shaped Her World
(HMH $30, 9781328683953), she
refracts Woolf’s life, as the title
suggests, through the facets of a
distaff prism. Detailing Woolf’s fascinating maternal
lineage as well as
her intimate relationships with
female family and
friends, Gill explores the ways
that young Virginia Stephen became the formidable Virginia Woolf.
Woolf’s maternal line (the source
of her wealth) was
Anglo-Indian, and
Gill shares the
long-hidden probability that
Woolf’s great-great-grandmother
was of Bengali descent. Woolf
was never aware of this extraordinary fact, but it underscores
the unconventionality of her clan.
There were seven accomplished
women in Woolf’s grandmother’s
generation, including her greataunt Julia Margaret Cameron,
the Victorian-age photographer
whose exquisite images are now
preserved and revered—in no
small part due to Woolf’s resurrecting efforts.
All of the women in Woolf’s maternal line were renowned for their
grace, beauty and spirit—not least
of all Woolf’s mother, Julia Jackson, who was named after Cameron and became one of the photographer’s favorite models. Woolf’s

sometimes-fraught relationship
with her Victorian-minded mother, who died when Woolf was 13,
would be central to the writer’s
emotional development, as much
for what it lacked as for what it
possessed.
Woolf’s immediate family was
complicated, with two brothers,
a sister and four half-siblings.
Her father, the scholar and writer Leslie Stephen, had been previously married
to the daughter
of novelist William Makepeace
Thackeray,
and
Woolf gained a
beloved aunt and
a half-sister, Laura, from that earlier union. Laura
spent most of her
life in an asylum,
and other relatives, including
Leslie
himself,
exhibited
signs
of mental illness,
as would Woolf.
Her half-sister Stella, from Julia’s
first marriage to Herbert Duckworth, was a stabilizing influence after their mother’s premature death. Most significant was
Woolf’s sister, Vanessa Bell, who
was her closest spiritual confidante. Together they were at the
center of the Bloomsbury group
that revolutionized the arts and
intellectual thought of the day.
Gill persuades us that, for
Woolf—who grew up in a
male-dominated household and,
later, navigated a male-centric
world—it was the women in her
life who played a consummate role
in shaping her revolutionary perceptions and art. This embracing
and often sharp-witted study of
the peripheries of a great writer’s
life makes for compulsive reading.

Robert Weibezahl is a publishing industry veteran, playwright and novelist.
Each month, he takes an in-depth look at a recent book of literary significance.
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whodunit

by bruce tierney
The Missing American

Lonely-hearts internet scams out of West Africa are legendary and legion,
the twin epicenters being Nigeria and Ghana. Kwei Quartey’s The Missing American (Soho Crime, $27.95, 9781641290708) focuses on Ghana,
where the local word for this sort of scam is sakawa. Retired American
bookseller Gordon Tilson has been in contact online with a beautiful
Ghanaian widow, and when she tearfully tells him that her younger sister
has been in an accident, he unhesitatingly offers to send money for the
girl’s medical care. If you guessed that he has just become a victim of
sakawa, please pat yourself on the back and advance to the head of the
queue. It takes a personal visit to Accra, Ghana’s capital, for Gordon to
fully realize that he has been duped, not by a doe-eyed Ghanaian widow
but more likely by a team of clever and newly wealthy young men. In a
parallel narrative, police officer Emma Djan, summarily dismissed from
the Accra police force after refusing sexual advances from a superior, lands a job as a private detective. When Gordon goes missing from his hotel in Accra, Emma and Gordon’s son, Derek, launch a joint
search, fearing the worst but hoping and praying for the best. Sakawa scams abound, overlaid with a
witch doctor (or two) and a trio of likable, if occasionally gullible, protagonists. My prediction: We will be
seeing Emma Djan again.

The Body Outside the Kremlin
In 1923, the Russian government established a prison camp on the remote
island of Solovetsky in which to sequester opponents of the new Bolshevik
regime. By some accounts, it worked all too well, serving as the prototype
for the legendary Gulag system. At the outset of James L. May’s debut novel,
The Body Outside the Kremlin (Delphinium, $27.95, 9781883285845), Tolya
Bogomolov is serving time at Solovetsky for possession of forbidden books.
Quick of mind and well-versed in novels of detection, Tolya is something of
a natural when it comes to assisting in the investigation of a fellow prisoner’s murder. Two bonuses: 1) Whatever time Tolya spends sleuthing is time
he doesn’t have to engage in hard labor, and 2) he is a potential suspect,
so assisting the investigator will deflect some of the suspicion. In the days
before Solovetsky housed a prison, the island was home to a monastery that
held some very rare and valuable Russian Orthodox icons, which the murder
victim was in the process of restoring. Some of those icons were rumored to have fallen into the hands
of the secret police, which is not a group anyone would choose to cultivate as an adversary. That choice
may have been made for Tolya without his consent. Historical, atmospheric (in a frigid sort of way) and
exceptionally well-written, The Body Outside the Kremlin is a first-rate debut.

The Decent Inn of Death
World War II has just ended, and a pair of retired Scotland Yard policemen
with decades of experience under their belts and plenty of time on their
hands investigates a mysterious death in Rennie Airth’s The Decent Inn of
Death (Penguin, $16, 9780143134299). It all starts out innocently enough,
when former chief inspector Angus Sinclair receives a last-minute invitation
to the home of a friend. While there, he learns of the death of the church organist, Greta Hartmann, a German woman who apparently slipped on a rock
while crossing a stream, hit her head and drowned. This explanation does
not sit well with her housemate, however, and Sinclair is drawn into investigating the death. It seems that a recent encounter with a stranded motorist
had left Greta shaken. It’s possible that she had recognized an escaped German war criminal and, worse yet, that he recognized her as well. Later in the
narrative, series linchpin John Madden shows up, as does a blinding snowstorm, at which point an English manor house becomes the scene of a locked-room murder mystery that
rivals the best of Agatha Christie, Ruth Rendell or P.D. James.

H Facets of Death
Botswana police Detective David Bengu is more commonly known by his
nickname, Kubu, which is Setswana for
“hippopotamus,” in a nod to his plussize dimensions. In the latest adventure
from the writing team known as Michael
Stanley, the portly policeman finds himself in hot pursuit of a gang of diamond
thieves who engineered a devilishly clever, broad-daylight heist. Three trucks
left the diamond mine at Jwaneng, each
carrying a locked box. One of the boxes
contained diamonds and the other two
only pebbles in an attempt to confuse
any potential hijackers. To say that it
didn’t work would be a monumental understatement. The diamond truck was
quickly identified and hijacked, while
the other two made it to their destination
unimpeded. Kubu quickly arrives at the
conclusion that the robbery could not
have been pulled off without the assistance of an insider, but that line of reasoning leads to dead end after dead end
(literally more than figuratively), as one
by one the likeliest perpetrators die off
violently. But where are the diamonds? A
fabulous test of Kubu’s legendary deductive talents, Facets of Death (Poisoned
Pen, $15.99, 9781464211270) is easily one
of the best heist novels I’ve read since
Gerald Browne’s classic 11 Harrowhouse.

Bruce Tierney lives outside Chiang Mai, Thailand, where he bicycles through the rice paddies daily
and reviews the best in mystery and suspense every month.
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cozies

by heather seggel

H Dead in Dublin
Catie Murphy kicks off the Dublin Driver Mystery series with Dead in Dublin
(Kensington, $7.99, 9781496724182).
Ex-military combat medic Megan
Malone has started life over as a limo
driver in Ireland—a pleasant enough
gig until her client, a famous food
blogger, keels over while she’s on the
job. The restaurant where the blogger
last ate is doomed if their food was the
cause, and Megan is quickly enlisted
to find out the truth. Murphy’s Dublin
feels immersive and authentic, and
even minor characters add depth and
detail. Orla Keegan, Megan’s boss at
the limo company and also her landlord, is a prickly delight, harsh and demanding but fair when the situation demands it. This is an auspicious series debut, and hopefully the
luck of the Irish will hold for many more stories to come.

In the Shadow of Vesuvius
The ruins of Pompeii include plaster casts of
people who died when Mount Vesuvius erupted, an arresting reminder that death can come
at any time. When Emily Hargreaves visits the
site, she finds a contemporary corpse encased
in plaster, and the hunt for a killer begins. In
the Shadow of Vesuvius (Minotaur, $27.99,
9781250164735), the 14th Lady Emily mystery, leaps between Emily in 1902 and a newly
freed Roman slave during the year of Vesuvius’
eruption. Tasha Alexander brings both eras to
life through meticulous research, and the dual
stories come together in a chilling finale. Scenes set among the ruins of
Pompeii and in the city pre-disaster have such depth that it feels like we’re
walking directly into them. This is an urbane thriller with a big heart.

And Dangerous to Know

romance

by christie ridgway

H Love Lettering
Contemporary
romance
takes
on a distinctly urban flair in Love
Lettering
(Kensington,
$15.95,
9781496725172) by Kate Clayborn.
Professional hand-letterer (think invitations and personalized planners)
Meg Mackworth is facing a creative
block when Reid Sutherland enters
her life. Love blossoms between Meg
and Reid, but also between Reid and
New York City as Meg shares her feelings for her adopted home with him.
But their attraction seems doomed,
since Reid is on the brink of leaving
his Wall Street job. Written in a wry
but vulnerable first-person voice, Love Lettering moves at a stroll, but
readers will be happy to enjoy the scenery of the city and the interactions
between Meg and her friends. With smart characters and authentic dilemmas, this is a very special romance to both smile and sigh over.

The Vanishing
Jayne Ann Krentz offers an exciting and
spooky tale in The Vanishing (Berkley, $27,
9781984806437). Catalina Lark and Olivia LeClair grew up in the remote town of Fogg Lake,
where residents possess psychic abilities due
to a past event of murky origins. The pair now
runs a private investigation service in Seattle.
When Olivia vanishes, Catalina is immediately
on the case and is joined in the hunt by Slater
Arganbright, a member of a mysterious group
known as the Foundation. Catalina and Slater
learn to trust each other and appreciate their different paranormal talents—which are believably rendered in smooth prose. Krentz is a master at creating highly entertaining and immersive reads, and her latest
doesn’t disappoint.

The Prince of Broadway

If London’s Regency era ran on anything
(apart from tea, of course), it was manners.
And Dangerous to Know (Kensington, $26,
9781496720863) finds Rosalind Thorne acting as
a double agent of sorts, while curtsying at all the
right moments. Working as Lady Melbourne’s
personal secretary is just a cover for her real
purpose: finding out who stole a cache of letters
tied to the poet Lord Byron and digging for dirt
about a body found on the lady’s grounds. Author Darcie Wilde gives Rosalind a keen mind
and boundless curiosity, then tethers her to the polite maneuvers that
society demands. It’s excruciating and hilarious to watch Rosalind feign
interest in someone’s garden while having a surreptitious conversation
about evidence. Rosalind carries the soul of Sherlock Holmes in the
world of Elizabeth Bennet, and it’s a hard combination to beat.

Joanna Shupe’s utter treat of a historical romance, The Prince of Broadway (Avon, $7.99,
9780062906830), is set in 1890s New York City.
Society beauty Florence Green wants to buck
convention and open a casino for women. She
approaches Clay Madden, the ruthless proprietor of an exclusive casino who’s fought his way
to the top, for advice. He’d normally send a privileged young woman on her way, but she’s the
daughter of a man he seeks to ruin, so he agrees
to mentor her. Although he’s open about his
plans for revenge, Florence doesn’t balk; Clay is just that compelling, and
perhaps she can foil his plan. Their competing interests only serve to fan
the flames, resulting in sizzling, fingertip-singeing scenes. It’s easy to root
for Florence as she rails against the strict precepts of the time, and roughand-ready Clay appreciates her frustration as well as her hunger for more.

Heather Seggel is a longtime bookseller, reviewer and occasional
library technician in Ukiah, California.

Christie Ridgway is a lifelong romance reader and a published romance
novelist of over 60 books.
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feature | the hold list

Reading resolutions
As you contemplate your New Year’s resolutions, don’t forget those books you’ve been meaning to read, or that you’re
embarrassed to not have already read. At BookPage, we’ve vowed to make 2020 our best reading year yet.

Apeirogon
By Colum McCann
Since this is a safe space
and we’re all being honest,
I have to admit that I
avoid reading long books.
Towering generational
sagas, sweeping epics—I
eschew them all in favor
of weird little novels about
dreamscapes and ghosts
and anxieties. But my 2020
reading resolution is to
find some hefty doorstoppers and dig in. First up,
I’ve got my eye on Apeirogon, the new novel from
Colum McCann, which
publishes in late February.
Its title refers to a shape
with an infinite number of
sides, and its story of two
men in the Holy Land—
one Palestinian, one
Israeli—over the course of
a single day is composed
of so many parts as to
seem infinite. It’s being
called monumental, risky
and daring—an experiment and a feat—and
that’s the kind of book I’m
ready to commit to.
—Cat, Deputy Editor

The Complete
Stories
By Flannery O’Connor
Growing up in the South,
Flannery O’Connor was
widely lauded. We read
her in school, we discussed her in our free
time, we took a special
liking to peacocks. So
it was sort of easy, after
all that, for me to go on
pretending that I had read
more than “A Good Man
Is Hard to Find,” which
Mrs. Jacobs assigned for
my 10th-grade English
class. Alas, it has all been
a ruse. I’ve still never read
a complete FOC story
collection or novel—partly because I didn’t major
in English in college, and
partly because I usually
prefer reading nonfiction.
(Hello, it’s me, the nonfiction editor.) But this year,
I’m ready to stop making
excuses and start reading
about sin, demonic pigs,
violence, Catholicism and
grace.
—Christy, Associate Editor

The Hundred
Thousand
Kingdoms
By N.K. Jemisin
To work at BookPage is
to be constantly accruing
reading resolutions. One
of my overarching goals
has been to rectify some
of my literary blind spots,
especially in the genres I
cover. For sci-fi and fantasy, that has led me to the
works of Ursula K. Le Guin
and The Silmarillion (thus
achieving eternal nerd
bragging rights). However,
it’s time to pivot to more
recent masterpieces, and
I’m starting with acclaimed
fantasy superstar N.K.
Jemisin. First up? The
Hundred Thousand Kingdoms, Jemisin’s sensational debut novel and the start
of her Inheritance Trilogy.
A murder mystery, political
drama and epic fantasy
saga rolled into one, The
Hundred Thousand Kingdoms will start my reading
year off with a bang.
—Savanna, Assistant Editor

Middlemarch
By George Eliot
I’m putting it in writing:
2020 will be the year that
I finish George Eliot’s
Victorian classic Middlemarch. I have tried and
failed to read this book at
least three times over the
past 10 years, although
not for lack of enjoyment.
(Books I do not enjoy
languish unread with zero
regrets.) Is it technology,
or a potentially dwindling
attention span? Whatever
the reason, something
takes me away just long
enough for me to become
disconnected from the
story. Doing it justice
means starting over—and
I want to do justice to this
one. Each time I reenter
the world of smart, strong
Dorothea Brooke, Eliot’s
wisdom about relationships and compassion for
her characters resonate on
a new level. I can’t wait to
see what I find there this
year (including how it all
turns out).
—Trisha, Publisher

Each month, BookPage staff share special reading lists—our personal favorites, old and new.
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I Am the
Messenger
By Markus Zusak
My friend Court has read
Markus Zusak’s I Am the
Messenger dozens of
times. When we worked
together at a bookstore, I
listened to her ask customers, “Can I show you my
favorite book in this whole
store?” and then press it
into their hands so many
times, I lost count. Court is
both a reader and a writer,
someone who thinks long
and hard about stories and
what makes the good ones
tick. So I don’t know why
I’ve never picked up I Am
the Messenger, particularly since Zusak’s bestknown work, The Book
Thief, is one of my all-time
favorites. Who can say why
we do the things we do?
In a time of uncertainty,
maybe I’ve just wanted to
hold on to the promise of
something sure: a book I
know I’ll love.
—Stephanie, Associate
Editor

book clubs

by julie hale

H The Night Tiger
Yangsze Choo’s second novel,
The Night Tiger (Flatiron, $17.99,
9781250175465), is a suspenseful
work of fiction set in 1930s Malaysia. Ren, a young servant, attempts
to fulfill the extraordinary final desire of his late master, Dr. MacFarlane, whose finger was amputated
following an accident. MacFarlane
asks Ren to track down the finger
and ensure that it’s put in his grave.
If the finger isn’t buried before 49
days have passed, the doctor’s spirit will never rest. The tale of Ren’s
quest intersects with the story of
Ji Lin, a seamstress and dance-hall
worker who comes into possession of a remarkably well-maintained amputated finger. The plot thickens when the corpse of a young woman who
appears to have been attacked by a tiger is found. Mixing in elements of
Malay folklore, Choo spins a wonderfully compelling historical thriller
that’s enriched by themes of class and imperialism. Reading groups will
savor this acclaimed, multilayered mystery.

BOOK CLUB READS
SPRING
FOR WINTER
THE PLAYGROUND
by Jane Shemilt

“Beautifully written and suffused
with dread. The final outcome is
profoundly shocking and terrifying.”
—GILLY MACMILLAN,

New York Times bestselling author

THE WICKED REDHEAD
by Beatriz Williams

A mesmerizing Jazz Age tale of
rumrunners, double crosses, and true
love, spanning the Eastern seaboard
from Florida to
Long Island.

THE BLACK ASCOT
by Charles Todd
Frederick Douglass by David W. Blight
Simon & Schuster, $22, 9781416590323
The first substantial biography of Douglass in almost 25 years, Blight’s
important book rightfully won the 2019 Pulitzer Prize in History.

Daughter of Moloka'i by Alan Brennert
St. Martin’s Griffin, $16.99, 9781250137678
This companion novel to Brennert’s popular Moloka'i follows the story of
Ruth, whose sense of identity is transformed when she gets a letter from
her mother, Rachel, who was confined to a leprosy colony in Hawaii.

Barracoon by Zora Neale Hurston
Amistad, $16.99, 9780062748218
In 1927, Hurston interviewed 86-year-old Cudjo Lewis, one of the few
remaining survivors of the transatlantic slave trade. Providing a deeply
personal look at a dark chapter in history, Hurston’s book is revelatory.

The Far Field by Madhuri Vijay
Grove, $17, 9780802147967
When her mother dies, Shalini travels to a village in the Himalayas in
search of a salesman who visited her family when she was a child, convinced that he is a link to her mother. Vijay writes with poise and polish
in this electrifying story of one woman’s attempt to come to terms with
her past and her homeland.

A BookPage reviewer since 2003, Julie Hale selects the best new
paperback releases for book clubs every month.

“This novel is an absolute winner!
The Black Ascot delivers evocative
period detail; spot-on portraits of the
characters who inhabit the tale, and
nonstop plotting.”
— Bestselling author JEFFERY DEAVER

A TRACE OF DECEIT

by Karen Odden

“A darkly thrilling story filled with suspense
and secrets, a courageous heroine, an edgy
climax, and an atmospheric setting that
perfectly captures the underbelly of
London’s art world in the Victorian era.”
—STEFANIE PINTOFF,
Edgar Award-winning author

t @Morrow_PB

t @bookclubgirl

f William Morrow I Book Club Girl
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feature | thrillers

Four thrillers for bleak winter nights
Readers who believe that hell is other people will find validation in these sublimely suspenseful thrillers.
Within these books, the psychological tension mounts,
the lies pile up, the gaslighting gets ever more complex, and
our protagonists try to figure out how to win battles of wits
and wills while, y’know, staying alive.
It’s 1941, and Elisabeth Pfautz is trying to adjust to life
in the isolated town of Tanacross, Alaska, in Raymond
Fleischmann’s How Quickly She Disappears (Berkley, $26,
9781984805171). Elisabeth’s husband, John, is hired to
teach children of the Athabaskan tribe, and so they move
with their daughter, Margaret, to Alaska for the government
gig. They live in a large building that houses the school and
is also the de facto accommodation for visitors to the tiny
town. When a German pilot named Alfred arrives, Elisabeth
offers him a room—even though John’s out of town and her
instincts are pinging. Sure enough, Alfred commits murder,
terrifying everyone and threatening the already strained
relationship between the Pfautzes and the locals. It’s a
sudden and dramatic shift, a finely tuned reminder of how
quickly life can change.
The now-imprisoned Alfred claims to know about Elisabeth’s twin sister, who disappeared when she was 11. He
promises information in exchange for favors, and she complies, while keeping everything secret from her family. She’s
desperate for answers, and Fleischmann handily ratchets up
the suspense as Elisabeth’s longing becomes obsession and
Alfred becomes the center of her life. Elisabeth’s past crashes
into her present in a compelling exploration of the power of
unresolved grief and unanswered questions.
Bestselling author J.T. Ellison’s newest thriller, Good
Girls Lie (MIRA, $27.99, 9780778309185), is set in an elite
girls’ prep school in Virginia. It’s a beautiful place, rife with
greenery and mountains and . . . murder?
Ellison kicks things off with a gruesome scene: A girl’s
lifeless body dangles from the school’s entrance gates as
classmates look on in shock and horror. This is just the latest in a series of events plaguing the Goode School and its
headmistress, Ford Westhaven, who took over when her
mother resigned after a different student’s death.
The story unfolds via Ash, a sophomore from Oxford,
England, who comes to Goode after her parents’ violent
deaths. Confident and smart with a knack for coding, Ash
attempts to keep to herself but draws the attention of queen
bee senior Becca. Ash is excited when Becca taps her to join
a secret society—sparking jealousy and suspicion that feels
both inevitable and dangerous.
Ellison does an excellent job toggling between students
and staff, past and present, U.K. and U.S., and readers will
be engrossed even as they wonder how Ford will explain
away each distressing new development. Good Girls Lie
is an entertainingly twisted coming-of-age tale, pitting the
desire for privacy against the corrosiveness of secrecy and
taking an often harrowing look at how wealth and power can lull recipients into believing they’re untouchable.
Schadenfreude, ho!
Cults have long captured the popular imagination. We’re
repelled yet fascinated, disturbed yet wildly curious. Alex
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Marwood’s fourth thriller, The Poison Garden (Penguin,
$16, 9780143110521), will slake readers’ thirst for stories
about what goes on in such communities and what happens when everything falls apart—which it very much
does for 100 members of the Ark, a doomsday prepper
cult in North Wales.
After members of the Ark are found poisoned to death,
the few survivors are set loose in a world they’ve been
taught will end at any minute. Romy, in her early 20s and
pregnant, is set up in her own apartment and getting therapy, but she only wants to track down her half-siblings so
they can rejoin any other remaining Arkians. Teens Eden
and Ilo are placed with Romy’s aunt Sarah, an exhausted
school administrator whose late sister joined the cult 20
years prior.
Marwood does a wonderful job building exquisite tension among the players. Romy strives to seem normal
and nonthreatening in a society she finds abnormal and
frightening, and Sarah wants the kids to feel safe and
heard even as she struggles to understand their beliefs.
Flashbacks to the Ark’s pre-poison days boost the dread
factor and gradually reveal the group’s complex dynamics, prompting readers to reflect on the nature of community, faith and survival.
Debut author Tanen Jones takes sisterhood to a
whole new level in The Better Liar (Ballantine, $27,
9781984821225). It begins in Las Vegas, where Leslie goes
to find her estranged sister, Robin—not because she misses her but because their deceased father stipulated that
his daughters would only receive their halves of his estate
if they claimed them together. But Robin dies of an overdose just before Leslie’s arrival.
When Leslie encounters a woman named Mary who
looks like Robin, she proposes that the vivacious waitress
and aspiring actress temporarily leave her cares behind
(including a stalker ex) and pose as Robin for a week so
they can each claim $50,000. The two travel back to Albuquerque together, and Mary moves in to Leslie’s home,
which she shares with her husband and baby. It’s unnerving to imagine letting a stranger just move in, which signals how desperately Leslie wants the cash. But why?
As the days pass, the women grow more suspicious of
each other. Readers will enjoy trying to discern which one
is the titular better liar—or perhaps, which liar is the better
“sister.” Leslie struggles to control the proceedings while
Mary courts disaster by revisiting people and places from
Robin’s past. The chapters alternate between three points
of view, and the characters’ motivations converge, diverge
and threaten to explode as the story builds to an unexpected yet gratifying conclusion. Jones has crafted a dark, twisty
tribute to unreliable narrators and tenacious women.
—Linda M. Castellitto
Visit BookPage.com to read a Q&A with Tanen Jones,
and sign up for our mystery & suspense newsletter at
BookPage.com/enews.
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Kiley Reid wants you to know

three things before reading her
debut novel, Such a Fun Age.

First, the author says during a phone call amid a very busy book touring schedule, she loves talking about money, class and “all those gauche,
awkward things that people don’t want to talk about.”
Second, she’s interested in how memory works and how people can
have different views of the same event.
And third, she loves dialogue, especially when people are saying one
thing but mean something else.
These all come together in Such a Fun Age (Putnam, $26,
9780525541905), Kiley Reid’s smart stunner of a social novel. It’s a willshe-won’t-she page turner about an underemployed African American
woman and the wealthy white family that hires her as a babysitter. Never
has reading about benefits negotiations been so exciting.
Emira Tucker, a recent graduate from Temple University, is eking out
a financially precarious living, cobbling together jobs and dreading her
26th birthday, when she will be dropped from her parents’ health insurance. Her employers, Alix and Peter Chamberlain, have recently relocated from New York to Philadelphia, where Peter is an anchor on a local
news show and Alix attempts to turn her lifestyle blog into a book. They
hire Emira to take care of toddler Briar and new baby Caroline.
Reid wastes no time getting to the heart of things. The novel opens late
one night when Emira is at a friend’s birthday party. The Chamberlains ask
her to come to the house; a rock has been thrown through the window,
and the police are expected. Briar is awake and disconcerted, and the parents ask Emira to take the 2-year-old away from the chaotic scene. Emira
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chooses an upscale neighborhood
grocery store, but is confronted
by the store’s security guard, who
accuses her of kidnapping Briar.
The scene quickly escalates. Kelley
Copeland, a well-meaning white
bystander, begins to film the encounter on his phone. The Chamberlains are called in, and the ugly
incident is diffused—but not without laying the groundwork for future damage.
“I love novels that start with
something that really pulls me
in,” Reid says. “That’s why I started with the grocery store incident. I
wanted to explore these instances of racial biases that don’t end in violence as a way of highlighting those moments that we don’t see on the
news but still exist every day.”
Kelley encourages Emira to post the video on social media or send
it in to the local news. She refuses, but when they run into each other
a few weeks later, they begin dating. Meanwhile, Alix, embarrassed at
how little she knows about her babysitter, shows a new curiosity in Emira’s life, even sneaking peeks at her phone and asking to meet the new
boyfriend. After Kelley and Alix discover that they went to high school

cover story | kiley reid
together, Alix’s meddling increases, and Emira becomes uncomfortable with Kelley’s ultimatum that
she quit her job.
“I wanted to write about a triangle of people who
know each other but don’t really know each other,
other than ‘I used to date you back in the day, but
I don’t really know you anymore,’” Riley says, “or
‘I pay you to work for me, but I don’t really know
you.’ I wanted three people to have that awkward
connection to each other, to let the attitudes of the
characters lead in terms of how they reveal themselves on the page.”
Reid is a recent graduate of the Iowa Writers’
Workshop and is currently living in Philadelphia,
where she is adapting Such a Fun Age into a screenplay. (Lena Waithe’s production team, Overall Deal,
bought the rights to develop the novel last August,
when Reid was still finishing up her degree in Iowa.)
During the writing of the novel, which took nearly five
years, Freddie Gray died after being
held in police custody in Baltimore,
and Philando Castile was shot by
police in Minnesota. ‘‘Smaller, more
domestic incidents were happening
constantly,” Reid remembers. “There
wasn’t one I was trying to re-create,
but I was absolutely inspired by the
everyday terror. In fact, my book was
being shopped when the two African American men were arrested at
the Starbucks in Philadelphia. These
kinds of incidents are real. I wanted
to focus on the fact that for Emira,
this doesn’t go away.”
In lesser hands, the meddling Alix
would be the villain of the story. But
Reid doesn’t see it that way. “Alix has many great
qualities—she’s quick, creative, funny. I’ve definitely
experienced what Alix has experienced, in having little friend-crushes on someone,” Reid says. “I see her
bad qualities as more of a symptom of a broken system. Like a lot of us, she wants to feel good and like
she’s doing good. So she thinks giving Emira a bottle
of wine is going to solve something, when what Emira needs is health insurance and to be able to pay her
rent on time. Do I think she’s a villain? No, not at all.
But she can still cause just as much damage.”
Just as Alix isn’t the bad guy, neither is Emira
a hero, though her actions at times and her love
for Briar are heroic in their way. (One of the core
strengths of the novel is the fierce attachment Emira
feels for Briar, even as she acknowledges that their
relationship is part of, as Reid puts it, “an exchange
of emotional goods.”)
“I wanted to write about a character who doesn’t
know what she wants to do and is in a very vulnerable emotional and financial situation,” Reid explains.
“Emira has a college education, she’s smart, she has
good friends, but things are still very difficult for her,
especially as her health insurance is ending.” Worst
of all, she blames herself for being underemployed,

especially as all her friends are more gainfully employed with their own apartments and benefits.
Like the novel’s principal characters, the supporting cast is unforgettable, from the precocious Briar
to Peter’s conventional but take-charge co-anchor.
Reid’s skill with character and dialogue keeps the
action moving forward at a brisk clip, most visibly
at the Chamberlain Thanksgiving table. The scene is
a masterpiece of discomfort and revelation, with all
the awkwardness that could possibly occur when a
volatile mix of friends, former lovers and employers
get together in one room.
“To have that many people in the room has been
one of my favorite writing challenges, and it took
me about six to eight weeks to get a rough draft,”
recalls Reid with a laugh. “I am not great at math, so
I had to map out where everyone sat or moved so I
could keep track of them. Honestly, I kept losing the
babies, forgetting whose laps they were sitting on or
if they were even at the table. This is
my favorite kind of puzzle game—to
create questions that I can then answer. What recipe would this person
make? If there was an awkward moment, who would jump in and save
the day? Who would make it worse?”
The timeliness of Such a Fun Age is
reinforced by the robust presence of
social media, which Reid seamlessly
integrates into her story. But true to
form, there is a message behind the
technique. “Social media allows people to see racism play out in real time,
in really terrifying ways,” Reid says.
“I wanted to include that panic from
the onlooker, that point where you
are wondering, ‘What am I seeing, do I need to pull
out my phone?’ Social media is also the way people
brand themselves, which Alix does very successfully,
even pretending to her followers that she still lives in
New York City. Emira doesn’t use Instagram or Facebook, because she doesn’t really know who she is.”
Back to the things Riley wants you to know. Money, guilt, the emotional cost of a transactional economy and unrecognized white privilege are at the
heart of Such a Fun Age. But make no mistake, it’s
also a blast to read, and you will laugh out loud.
“I have no pretense to pretend that this is anything other than a novel, and for me, a novel is
meant to entertain,” says Reid. “That being said, I
wrote a story about a young woman who is about to
come to the end of her health insurance, and that
affects her greatly. I want someone to say, ‘Well, why
doesn’t she have insurance? She’s a wonderful employee, a hard worker. What would our world look
like if that wasn’t an issue?’ Now, that would be a
great reaction.”
—Lauren Bufferd

“Do I think
she’s a
villain? No,
not at all.
But she can
still cause
just as much
damage.”

Visit BookPage.com to read a review of
Such a Fun Age.

editors’ picks

More winter debuts
to watch

American Dirt
By Jeanine Cummins

Flatiron, 9781250209764

Coming January 21

The Regrets
By Amy Bonnaffons

Little, Brown, 9780316516167

Coming February 4

These Ghosts Are Family
By Maisy Card

Simon & Schuster, 9781982117436

Coming March 3

My Dark Vanessa
By Kate Elizabeth Russell
Morrow, 9780062941503

Coming March 10
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feature | new year’s resolutions

Books to bring out
Are you pondering personal goals for 2020?
Then you’ve come to the right place.
We’ve gathered a stellar collection of books targeting a wide range of New Year’s resolutions. From
fitness and finance to political activism, the volumes
featured here are loaded with inspiring ideas for improving your life and the lives of those around you.
Remember: Progress is a process. Any step you take
toward achieving your objectives—no matter how
small—deserves to be celebrated.

The Self-Care Solution by Jennifer Ashton
If your resolution is to take better care of yourself
The new year is a time to take stock of both body and
mind. If you have visions of getting in shape, spending
fewer hours online or simply developing a more upbeat
attitude, Dr. Jennifer Ashton’s The Self-Care Solution:
A Year of Becoming Happier, Healthier, and Fitter—
One Month at a Time (Morrow, $26.99, 9780062885425)
can help you move from dreaming to doing.
In this warm, welcoming book, Ashton—a nutritionist who is the chief medical correspondent for ABC
News—suggests self-care strategies for every month of
the year, with recommendations for firing up your cardio routine (April), eating more veggies (May), cutting
out sugar (September) and sleeping better (November). Ashton herself completed this yearlong plan, and
she breaks down each month into weekly chunks with
directives that will guide you toward your goals. Trying out a new technique each month, Ashton says, can
bring about permanent, positive change. So get out
your calendar and get cracking. The Self-Care Solution will support you every step of the way.

Would I Lie to You? by Judi Ketteler
If your resolution is to speak your truth
In an era when “fake news” is all too real, and shiny
social-media facades conceal less-than-perfect lives,
honesty—once a bedrock value—seems to have lost
its gravitas. How did this happen, and how can we
be more forthright and fearless in our daily lives?
Award-winning journalist Judi Ketteler explores these
questions in Would I Lie to You? The Amazing Power of Being Honest in a World That Lies (Citadel, $26,
9780806540085).
Throughout the book, Ketteler probes the meaning
of honesty in contemporary culture and assesses the
ways in which the concept shapes our morals and beliefs, our in-person and virtual relationships, and our
experiences at home and on the job. Along the way,
she weaves in intriguing behavioral science data. She
also provides guidance through 11 “honesty principles” that address social and family interactions. If
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confidence issues or personal disappointments are
keeping you from living an authentic life, pick up Ketteler’s book for wise counsel on managing those obstacles, and move into 2020 with a bold new attitude.

How to Be an Antiracist by Ibram X. Kendi
If your resolution is to cultivate more justice
Readers looking to combat inequality in our society will connect with Ibram X. Kendi’s How to Be an
Antiracist (One World, $27, 9780525509288). In this
thought-provoking volume, Kendi, a National Book
Award-winning author and scholar, explores antiracism, a concept that runs counter to the attitudes
that have caused America’s social fabric to fray. “An
antiracist idea,” he writes, “is any idea that suggests
the racial groups are equals in all their apparent differences—that there is nothing right or wrong with
any racial group.”
Blending history, sociology and autobiography,
Kendi investigates the ways in which discriminatory
perspectives both subtle and overt influence how we
experience other genders and races and shape our notions of physical beauty. He also opens up about the
evolution of his own prejudiced perceptions. Recognizing racist prompts and shifting our mindset, Kendi says, can lead to progress. His powerful narrative
proves that, for those willing to put in the work, bridging differences in today’s world can be done. Here’s to
a hope-filled 2020.

Napkin Finance by Tina Hay

If your resolution is to become more financially
literate
If you want to get savvy about savings but don’t
know the difference between a 401(k) and an IRA, you
should check out Tina Hay’s Napkin Finance: Build
Your Wealth in 30 Seconds or Less (Dey Street, $25.99,
9780062915030). After graduating from Harvard Business School, Hay formed Napkin Finance, a multimedia
company that arms consumers with financial information via easy-to-understand diagrams and terminology.
The company’s accessible approach is reflected in
this entertaining book. In short chapters filled with
nifty infographics, Hay demystifies subjects like investing, budgeting, building credit and preparing
for retirement. Writing in a frank, friendly style, she
presents practical advice about money matters, and
she makes sure her audience gets the gist through
quizzes and key takeaway sections. Hay also clarifies
head-scratching topics like cryptocurrency and blockchain. Her appealing M.O. makes financial planning
seem feasible and (dare I say it?) fun. Now’s the time to
get smart and start saving, and this book will put you
on the right track.
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your best self
Politics Is for Power by Eitan Hersh

Everything Isn’t Terrible by Kathleen Smith

If your resolution is to participate more in our
democracy

If your resolution is to spend less time worrying
and more time living

2020 promises to be a watershed year on the American political front. Reform-minded readers who want
to do more than cast a vote will find essential information in Eitan Hersh’s Politics Is for Power: How to Move
Beyond Political Hobbyism, Take Action, and Make
Real Change (Scribner, $27, 9781982116781). Hersh,
a political science scholar specializing in voting rights
and the electoral process, brings unique expertise to
this important book.
Most of us engage in what Hersh calls “political
hobbyism” by checking the news online, listening to
podcasts and perhaps expressing our opinions via social media. Through galvanizing stories of everyday
folks whose participation in civic matters have had
a marked impact, Hersh urges readers to put an end
to the political dabbling, step up and get involved—
by establishing local political groups, bonding with
neighbors and building solidarity at the community
level. His book is a fascinating mix of history, statistics,
social science, storytelling and personal insight. Making the shift from political bystander to change-maker
is easier than you think, and Hersh’s book can help
you do it.

Taking action to combat anxiety requires a special
kind of resolve. Dr. Kathleen Smith offers hope for
coping in Everything Isn’t Terrible: Conquer Your Insecurities, Interrupt Your Anxiety, and Finally Calm
Down (Hachette, $19.99, 9780316492539). A licensed
therapist, Smith encourages readers to focus on their
inner selves and cultivate awareness. Learning to
identify and defuse anxiety-induced reactions, she
says, can result in an improved outlook and a more
grounded day-to-day experience.
“We all want to live a life guided by principle rather than fear or worry,” Smith writes. “And by choosing how we handle our anxiety, we choose our fate.”
In the book, she considers life categories that can be
impaired by anxiety, from friendships and family to
career and religion, and proposes healthy methods for
navigating those areas. She also includes exercises for
doing the important work of teasing apart thoughts
and emotions. Through the inspiring stories of clients, she gives readers motivation to follow through
on their goals.
Banishing the haze of doubt is perfectly possible,
Smith says, and she supplies the tools for doing it in
this empowering book.

You’re Not Listening by Kate Murphy
If your resolution is to be a better listener and to
exercise more empathy
Given the disparate distractions of modern life—
career demands, family matters and social media
all desperately vying for our attention—focusing
on what’s right in front of us can be tough. Journalist Kate Murphy delivers tips on how to stop getting
sidetracked and start being present in You’re Not Listening: What You’re Missing and Why It Matters (Celadon, $26, 9781250297198). While researching the
book, Murphy interviewed people around the world
about the topic of listening; it proved to be a sensitive
subject. Many interviewees admitted that they felt no
one in their lives really—really—heard what they had
to say and confessed to being inadequate listeners
themselves.
In a narrative that’s lively and fact-packed, Murphy recounts personal anecdotes (as a journalist, she
earns a living by listening), talks with other professional listeners (including a CIA agent and the production team behind NPR’s “Fresh Air”) and shares
input from psychologists and sociologists. “Done well
and with deliberation, listening can transform your
understanding of the people and the world around
you,” Murphy writes. She gives sound advice in this
timely book. So listen up!

Family Fit Plan by Natalie Digate Muth
If your resolution is to get in shape as a family
Is your household in need of a lifestyle overhaul? Introducing healthy habits into your family’s daily routine is definitely doable—and more easily achieved
when the entire clan is on board. Family Fit Plan: A
30-Day Wellness Transformation (American Academy of Pediatrics, $16.95, 9781610023382) is chock-full
of tactics for implementing new wellness practices
that everyone under your roof will embrace. This program—created by Dr. Natalie Digate Muth, a pediatrician, dietitian and mother of two—is well rounded and
designed to energize. It features delicious recipes, easy
exercises, ideas for reducing device usage and pointers
for staying focused.
As Muth demonstrates in this holistic guide, getting
in shape as a domestic unit can actually be a blast.
Consistent family check-ins are central to her vision
for better health. She simplifies the lifestyle adjustments by including sample menus, activity logs and
fitness assessments. By making incremental changes
over the book’s prescribed 30-day period, you can set
an example the kiddos will carry with them for the rest
of their lives. Grab Muth’s book, gather your group, and
start planning.
—Julie Hale
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interview | simon jimenez

When time feels like
it’s slipping away
Simon Jimenez brings emotional intelligence and a contemporary
fear of lost time to his spellbinding debut novel.
From an early age, Simon Jimenez devoured
genre fiction. “I loved everything that wasn’t
reality,” he says. He spent much of his childhood researching which books won the major
science fiction prizes each year, then seeking
those titles out. But even as those iconic works
were beginning to mold him as a young writer,
Jimenez couldn’t escape the sense that something was missing from them: people like himself, a gay person of color.
“A lot of the science fiction I grew up reading, all the characters were straight, and most
of them were white, and that wasn’t something that really represented my own experience,” says Jimenez, who is half-Filipino. “I
just wanted to add whatever little I could to
what feels like a growing wave of new genre.”
Jimenez’s debut, The Vanished Birds, is
his attempt to better represent his own experience within a sci-fi framework, but it’s
no “little” addition to the genre landscape.
Diverse in both its cast of characters and the
scope of its ideas, it combines satisfyingly complex science fiction concepts—interstellar travel
via folding time, humanity’s future in the stars
and more—with an emotional core that feels at
once intimate and grand.
It evokes the fate of a universe while also focusing
with deft intensity on the
bonds that form between
lost people.
Jimenez began working
on the novel when he was
studying for his MFA at
Emerson College. In an
effort to draw his classmates into his story without burying them
under piles of science fiction lore, he started
in a somewhat self-contained way, composing the opening chapter of the book almost
like a piece of short fiction.
“I felt like I had to prove that I could write
genre with some level of emotional intelligence, and that meant writing this fleshed-out
short story of this person’s life,” he says. “So it’s
very grounded but in a heightened reality.”
This early approach helped to shape The
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Vanished Birds as a series of individual narratives that merge into a
satisfying whole. At the heart of it
all is Nia Imani, a woman who exists
outside of time due to frequent travel through “folding” space. When she
is entrusted with the care of a mysterious boy who fell from the sky, a
boy whose only communication is
the haunting flute music he plays,
Nia finds an anchor point for her
life, and the two forge an almost familial bond. As it becomes apparent
that the boy’s gifts are much more
than musical, the unlikely duo find
themselves caught in a struggle with
universe-altering stakes.
As those stakes become clear,
Jimenez covers sci-fi concepts ranging from the corporate future of
space settlement to the interpersonal dynamics of a starship crew. But above
all these themes is the
question of lost time,
something Jimenez is
deeply invested in as
our technology-driven
world rushes forward.
“I’m very much concerned with lost time,
mostly just with my own
life and wondering if I’m
making the right choices,” he says, “if writing
a book is the right decision for me right now,
and if I’ll be happy by
the end of my life. If I
was like, ‘Well, I wrote
three books and then I
died,’ is that enough to
call a satisfying life? With each passing year,
time seems to be going quicker and quicker,
and that seems to be the trend for everyone
throughout the arc of their own lives, whether
it’s a brain chemistry thing or just perception
of time as we experience more of it. You lose
more of it faster the more you experience it,
and it’s a very frightening thing. And whatever
you’re frightened of is very useful material for
writing an entire book about.”
Certainly, The Vanished Birds reflects

The Vanished Birds
Del Rey, $27, 9780593128985

Science Fiction
Jimenez’s anxieties, but great works of genre
fiction cast light upon the hopes of their authors’ eras as well as the concerns, and he’s accomplished that as well. There’s a great thread
of light running through this spellbinding
book, rooted in the joy that comes from the
family we find on our journeys, the people we
choose to accept as our own.
“I’ve found the most fulfilling years of my
life have been when I had agency over who I
was with and who I laughed with and who I
ate with,” Jimenez says. “The stories that I fell
in love with were always about characters who
were lost but who found love and safety in the
arms of people who were at first strangers but
then became so much closer, because they
had active agency over the love they shared.”
It’s this joy, the sense that we can make our
own families, that makes The Vanished Birds
soar.
—Matthew Jackson
Visit BookPage.com to read a review of
The Vanished Birds, and sign up for our
science fiction & fantasy newsletter at
BookPage.com/enews.

reviews | fiction

H Little Gods
By Meng Jin

Family Saga
Amid the chaos of the Tiananmen Square
massacre, a woman named Su Lan gives birth.
Her husband is nowhere to be found; perhaps
he has been rounded up or killed. She and her
newborn daughter are alone. This aloneness,
as well as its mutations and consequences, will
stalk both mother and daughter for the rest of
their lives—a gaping negative space of family,
country and history.
So begins Meng Jin’s spectacular and emotionally polyphonic first novel, Little Gods
(Custom House, $27.99, 9780062935953),
which in the first few pages may feel like a story
centered on Tiananmen but quickly and in the
most satisfying way transforms into a meditation on ambition, love and time. In a particularly brilliant act of alchemy, the novel finds new
ways to dissect the geopolitical significance of
China’s explosive 1980s through the complicated nature of the story’s relationships.

The Secret Guests
By Benjamin Black

Historical
Fiction
When your
country is
being ravaged
by war, what
parent would
turn down the
opportunity
to send their
children to a
safer venue?
Of course, not
every parent has that option, but as imagined
by Benjamin Black (the pen name used by
John Banville when he writes a thriller) in The
Secret Guests (Holt, $27, 9781250133014), a
certain notable couple jumps at the opportunity to shield a future queen of England from
harm.
The novel opens in London during the Blitz,
as 10-year-old Princess Margaret looks out the
palace window to watch the devastation. Her
father, King George VI, arranges a plan whereby Margaret and her older sister Elizabeth are
shipped off to neutral Ireland while he and the
queen consort stay in London “to show Mr.

In alternating
points of view, Little Gods’ five central narrators slowly
piece together what
happened to Su
Lan, her husband
and the life she left
behind when she
moved to the United States from China to study physics.
For the most part,
the story is told by
or to Liya, Su Lan’s
daughter, who
returns to China
after her mother’s
death to try and unearth the past that Su Lan so successfully kept
hidden. The narrative is complex without ever
being convoluted, and Jin, a Kundiman Fellow
who was born in Shanghai and now lives in San
Francisco, holds the various strands together
flawlessly.
Su Lan is a difficult and singular charac-

Hitler we’re not afraid of him and his bombs.”
The rest of this subtle if occasionally
slow-moving novel is set in Ireland, where the
girls, referred to as Mary and Ellen to protect
their identities, reside in Clonmillis Hall, a
stately residence so dilapidated that when
a diplomat knocks on the front door, it falls
backward into the house.
Accompanying the girls are a young Irish
detective named Strafford, “one of the very
few non-Catholics on the Garda force,” and
Celia Nashe, a female secret agent in Britain’s Special Branch who poses as the girls’
governess. Among the book’s many satisfying
elements is the portrayal of the prejudice that
Strafford and Nashe face in their careers, with
Strafford being “the only Protestant at detective level” and an outlier among his countrymen, and Nashe dealing with male colleagues
who don’t want “bloody women” among their
ranks.
But these are secondary to the main storyline: keeping the girls safe, not just from the
German bombing campaign but also from
groups who might wish to capture the children
to further their political goals.
“I don’t see how it could be possible to hate
an entire people,” Strafford says to Nashe midway through the book. At its best, The Secret
Guests memorably shows the many forms that
hatred can take.
—Michael Magras

ter of immense depth. What
makes Little Gods extraordinary is the way it examines
not only the trajectory of its
characters’ lives but also their
emotional motivations, the
reasons why people do what
they do and long for what
they long for.
In mining these motivations, Jin produces many of
the book’s most beautiful and
resonant passages—such as
when Liya, nearing the end
of her search for her father,
thinks, “So badly I wanted
to be untethered, because to
be untethered meant to be
undefined, to have a body
rinsed of meaning. I didn’t want my feet tied
up in history.”
That Jin has managed to craft such an intimate, emotionally complex story is an awesome achievement. That she managed to do it
in her debut novel, doubly so.
—Omar El Akkad

You Were There Too
By Colleen Oakley

Popular
Fiction
Colleen Oakley’s poignant
new novel has
a fascinating
premise: Is
it possible to
dream about
someone you’ve
never met, over
and over, and
then one day
meet them in real life? That’s what happens to
Mia, a struggling artist married to a surgeon
and living in a burg called Hope Springs. She’s
been dreaming of the same stranger for years,
and one day, she sees him at the grocery store.
His name is Oliver, and shockingly, he’s been
dreaming about her, too, though not all his
dreams are happy ones.
On top of this weirdness, Mia and her
husband, Harrison, are going through a hard
time. Harrison is guilt-ridden over the young
patient he lost during what was supposed to
be a routine surgery. Mia, desperate for a child,
keeps miscarrying, and it doesn’t help to learn
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A Good Man
By Ani Katz

Thriller
Much has
been discussed
in recent years
about what it
means to be a
man in modern
America: the
belief that men
should be masculine yet tender, chivalrous
yet feminist,
strong yet vulnerable. In the chillingly good
A Good Man (Penguin, $17, 9780143134985),
debut novelist Ani Katz examines what happens when the weight of expectations comes
crashing down on one family.
Thomas Martin was raised in the nightmar-

ish tangle of an abusive home, where his father
took out his disappointment on his children.
After his father dies, Thomas becomes the man
of the house, working his way through college
and up the corporate ladder. He provides for
his mother and younger sisters, who still live
together in semi-squalor because they don’t
know any other way.
Thomas is wary of bringing Miriam, the
beautiful Parisian woman he plans to marry,
to his family home, where she “would notice
the skid marks of dried grease around the
rims of the plates, the crusty residue at the
bottom of our tumblers.” It’s as if every grubby
object reflects upon him and his shame-filled
childhood.
When it comes time to make his own family,
Thomas is determined to attain perfection
and nothing less. “We were two of a kind, my
wife and I,” he says. “If my life up to that point
had been like an old and battered house, she
wanted to rip the rot from the rooms, banish
the bad memories, throw open the windows,
and fill the place with light and air and the

meet MIKE CHEN
Describe your book in one sentence.

What do you love most about science fiction
stories?

How concerned are you about the end of the
world?

How has fatherhood shaped the kinds of stories
you want to tell?

If you were a character in your novel, how would
you contribute to rebuilding society?

Do you have any words to live by?
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that the reasons for the miscarriages are the
mixed-up genes in some of Harrison’s sperm
cells. In his mind, he not only can’t save a child
but can’t help create one either.
This leads Mia to wonder if maybe Harrison
isn’t “the one.” After all, they’re not even compatible on a cellular level. Maybe her true soul
mate is Oliver. Oliver, who sweetly tends Mia’s
vegetable patch, comes to think so. And wait
until you read what a fortuneteller has to say.
The inexplicable dreams, the tension
between Mia and Harrison, the fortuneteller
and Oakley’s breezy writing all encourage the
reader to stick with the book, which tells a sad
story to a bouncy beat. Full of misdirection and
a few gentle red herrings, You Were There Too
(Berkley, $16, 9781984806468) ends far more
satisfyingly than you might expect.
Everyone has experienced or heard of
inexplicable things, but what, if anything, do
they mean? In You Were There Too, the final
meaning is huge, bittersweet and just the thing
to happen in a place called Hope Springs.
—Arlene McKanic

Whether he’s exploring the rules of
time travel in his first novel, Here
and Now and Then, or survival after a
global pandemic in the dramatic
A Beginning at the End (MIRA,
$26.99, 9780778309345), Mike Chen
always highlights the humanity at
the heart of his astounding stories.
His latest book considers what it
takes to start over after the end of
the world. Chen lives in the Bay Area
with his wife and daughter.
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breath of the future.”
They buy a Dutch colonial home outside
Manhattan and have a daughter. Thomas makes
more money and drives his daughter to private
school in a Mercedes S-Class sedan. Miriam
struggles with postpartum depression and suburban isolation, but they work through it.
Everything is perfect—and yet. His relationship with Miriam is fraying. Their daughter is
filled with the ennui of a typical preteen. When
Thomas makes a catastrophically bad decision
at work, he finds everything he’s worked for
evaporating around him.
This is when A Good Man—infused with
a low-grade dread from the very first page—
takes a seriously sinister turn. The full impact
of Thomas’ childhood trauma comes into
focus as he retraces how things went so wrong
and admits he may not be the most reliable
narrator.
Katz has delivered a whip-smart, beautifully
written meditation on marriage, masculinity
and the thin line between happiness and
disaster.
—Amy Scribner

H Followers

long-forgotten memories of Y2K hysteria,
Angelo presents a future in which Apple and
Instagram no longer exist. The internet as we
know it is gone, but this advanced civilization nevertheless functions with self-driving
cars, robots, networks and devices. Society
is still obsessed with celebrity, and Floss’
daughter, Marlow, is its new star. Living in the
government-created community of Constellation, where everyone is filmed 24/7 for the
rest of the country’s viewing pleasure (and as
a corporate marketing tool), Marlow begins to
realize that maybe she has a choice—one that
connects her back to Orla in the most surprising way.
Even if you aren’t a fan of science fiction or
reality TV, Followers delivers a shrewd look at
human relationships, habits and obsessions. Of
all the doomsday scenarios out there, perhaps it
won’t be too bad if this one comes true after all.
—Chika Gujarathi
Visit BookPage.com to read a Q&A with
Megan Angelo.

To the Edge of Sorrow

By Aharon Appelfeld
Translated by Stuart Schoffman

By Megan Angelo

Speculative
Fiction
Is it too
early to declare
Megan Angelo’s
debut one of
the best novels
of 2020? Maybe. Even so, it’s
probably one of
the funniest and
most hopeful dystopian
stories you’ll come across this year. Set in 2015
Manhattan and in a fictional community in
2051 California, Followers (Graydon House,
$26.99, 9781525836268) tells the story of three
women who are all social media influencers
and reality TV megastars of their time.
When Orla, a wannabe author who blogs
about celebrity gossip, ends up with a roommate named Floss, a shameless fame chaser,
they concoct a scheme to use the public’s
collective obsession with famous people to
their advantage. This is in 2015, when living
without social media and smartphones is far
more daunting for these young women than
the seemingly unlikely concern of surviving
without access to clean water.
But then comes the spill. Bringing back

Historical
Fiction
To the Edge of
Sorrow (Schocken, $26.95,
9780805243420),
Aharon Appelfeld’s novel about
a band of Jewish
refugees hiding
from German
patrols in the forests of Ukraine,
could have been just another World War II story
of strikes and counterstrikes, bullets exchanged
and bombs exploding. But thankfully, Appelfeld
instead gives readers an up-close, deeply moving story of characters haunted by grief and loss
yet buoyed by courage and hope in the most
adverse conditions.
The novel follows the group’s day-to-day
efforts to survive, seen through the eyes of the
young narrator, 17-year-old Edmund. Haunted by his forced separation from his parents
and from his non-Jewish girlfriend after
the relentless advance of German soldiers,
Edmund finds uneasy comfort among this
resistance group.
Guided by a somewhat reluctant leader, Ka-

mil, the group initially strives simply to endure.
Searching for food, medicine and shelter is the
focus of their everyday existence. They raid local villages and farms to gather only what they
need, leaving behind enough for the innocent
farmers and families they’re robbing. The only
luxury the group affords itself is the few books
confiscated along the way, books whose words
offer inspiration, comfort and faith.
But the Germans are always close behind
and are determined to root them out, forcing the group deeper into the mountains of
Ukraine. Infrequent reports over a stolen transistor radio and contact with other refugees
are the group’s only real links to developments
in the war and their place in it. It’s only upon
learning that the Germans are shipping Jews by
train to death camps that the group’s mission
changes to one of attack and rescue. Edmund
eventually earns his place as a soldier within
the group’s ranks and participates in the raids.
Nevertheless, most of the story revolves around
the group itself, composed of stalwart victims
of persecution who display enduring compassion for each other as well as relentless faith in
humanity.
The author of more than 40 critically acclaimed books, Appelfeld (1932–2018) weaves
a memorable chronicle of those who sought
to persevere at the height of one of the world’s
worst moments.
—G. Robert Frazier

The Gimmicks

By Chris McCormick

Literary
Fiction
Chris McCormick’s tightly
knit second
novel begins and
ends in anonymity. The opening
scene finds an
Irish professional wrestler
searching for
a pub, and the
final scene is haunted by the shell of a character—bookends that are a testament to the novel’s timeless, universal message about the fine
line between performance and authenticity.
In the 1970s, Ruben and Avo are Armenian
cousins-of-cousins, but they’ve considered
themselves brothers ever since Avo, a lovable
giant, defended the bookish Ruben from classmates’ taunting. Then Ruben’s backgammon
opponent, Mina, falls for affable Avo. When
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Ruben and Mina leave for a backgammon
competition in Paris, Avo fears he’ll never see
them again. Ruben disappears into France and
beyond, and Avo becomes a professional wrestler in America. The triumvirate do eventually
meet one another again, under circumstances
none of them could have imagined. Many years
later, Mina seeks out Terry, Avo’s American
pro-wrestling manager, to fill in the gaps of
Avo’s mysterious past.
The novel takes place in the generation after
the Armenian genocide, incorporating Turkey’s
denial of the event into its themes of deception
and identity. Chapters toggle among the 1970s,
’80s and ’90s, reinforcing time’s circularity. It
becomes clear that whether or not historical
atrocities are acknowledged, they inevitably
shape the past, present and future.
For all the literal and figurative backstabbing
throughout the book, there’s plenty of caring,
too. The characters’ eccentricities—Terry’s love
of cats, Avo’s fanny pack, Ruben’s stiff suit, Mina’s luck—set them apart as much as they draw
them to each other. The story plays with the
tension between our differences and similarities while also questioning what’s genuine and
what’s an act.
McCormick’s facility for metaphor encourages us to keep asking questions and
pushing boundaries. Through these creative
associations, The Gimmicks (Harper, $27.99,
9780062908568) stretches the reader’s imagination and capacity for empathy.
—Mari Carlson
Visit BookPage.com to read a Q&A with
Chris McCormick.

Topics of Conversation
By Miranda Popkey

Literary
Fiction
In the opening chapter
of Miranda’s
Popkey’s bedazzling, psychologically fraught
first novel, the
unnamed narrator is a graduate
student spending the summer
in Italy, caring
for the young twin brothers of a wealthy
classmate who has already begun distancing
herself. In her off hours, the narrator reads
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Sylvia Plath’s journal and describes herself as
“daffy with sensation, drunk with it.”
Seeking advice on how to manage her rebellious young charges, the narrator knocks on the
bedroom door of the boys’ mother, an elegant
Argentinian psychoanalyst. The woman changes out of her bikini in front of the uncomfortable narrator and tells her that the boys are
timid, eager to please and need to be punished. Later in this chapter, the psychoanalyst
describes the dynamics of her first marriage
to one of her college professors. The narrator
never tells the psychoanalyst that she, too, has
had a love affair with a professor.
Subsequent chapters span 20 years of the
narrator’s life. Each has at its center a conversation with another woman or sometimes several women. Most of these women are social
outsiders. In one chapter, the narrator meets
a friend at a San Francisco museum where a
Swedish artist is exhibiting work about female
subjugation. The friend is distraught because
of her breakup with her boyfriend. She admits
she had an affair, but later she confesses that
she invented the affair to get out of the relationship. The narrator observes that “beneath
the first premise of our friendship was the
understanding that we were, both of us, bad
people.”

Miranda Popkey’s
first novel is a slender
volume with the power
of lightning.
In a later chapter, the narrator crashes into
the shopping cart of another woman at a Vons
grocery store in Santa Barbara. They end up
getting drunk together and going for a swim,
and the other woman confesses that she
abandoned her child. “I did the worst thing a
woman can do, even though men—you know,
you must know, men do this all the goddam
time,” the woman tells her.
The narrator thinks she’s the smartest person in the room, and she probably is. She is
keenly observant, but her sense of self wavers,
and her self-knowledge tends toward the
self-lacerating. Only at the end of the novel
does the narrator see glimmers of redemption.
In the abstract, Topics of Conversation
(Knopf, $24, 9780525656289) is about social
and sexual power, anger, envy, pain, honesty, self-delusion and female identity. In the
moment, the novel is riveting, disturbing and
thought-provoking. It’s a slender volume with
the power of lightning.
—Alden Mudge

Dear Edward

By Ann Napolitano

Coming of
Age
In Dear Edward (Dial, $27,
9781984854780),
author Ann
Napolitano
deftly navigates
the psychological and
physical trauma
of 12-year-old
Edward Adler in
the aftermath of a plane crash, of which he is
the only survivor. He grapples with the loss of
his family, his near-celebritylike status and the
adjustment to living with his aunt and uncle
in New Jersey. In his new home, Edward’s
lifeline becomes his next-door neighbor’s
12-year-old daughter, Shay, and the novel follows their deepening friendship through the
subsequent six years.
Chapters alternate between Edward’s postcrash life and the flight itself, from its takeoff
on the East Coast to its end, three-quarters
of the way to Los Angeles. The novel homes
in on the lives of several of the passengers,
including Edward’s family—his professor dad,
screenwriter mom and 15-year-old brother.
There’s an elderly but curmudgeonly billionaire, a beautiful flight attendant who engages
in a tryst with a passenger, a New Age Filipina
who remembers past lives and an injured
soldier who’s beginning to understand his
sexuality.
Dear Edward isn’t a page turner with cliffhangers at the end of every chapter. Instead
it’s a slow burn that draws you in to Edward’s
interior life, the melancholia of his loss and
of the fractured lives around him. Years after
the crash, Edward’s healing begins to accelerate when he finds bags of unopened letters
from the crash victims’ families. He is able to
empathize and grieve with them, and so come
to terms with his own loss.
It’s hard for a novel to thoroughly capture a
reader’s attention while simultaneously meditating on profoundly complex issues. In Dear
Edward, Napolitano, a creative writing professor in New York and author of two previous
novels, including A Good Hard Look, manages
to achieve this. The delicate sparseness of her
prose slowly peels back the layers to reveal a
warm, fulfilling center that is a true reward for
readers.
—Jeff Vasishta

q&a | ann napolitano

World War II Stories

Healing after all is lost

FOR HISTORICAL FICTION FANS

Ann Napolitano discusses her tenderhearted novel about a
boy who’s the only survivor of a devastating plane crash.
© DAN WILDE

What inspired Dear Edward?
It started with my obsession with a real
plane crash from 2010. A commercial
flight from South Africa to London—
filled with mostly Dutch passengers
on their way home from vacation—
crashed in Libya, and everyone on the
flight died except for one 9-year-old
boy named Ruben van Assouw. Ruben
was found still strapped in to his seat
about a half-mile away from the wreckage. Investigators speculated that he’d
been sitting near the fuselage and had
been ejected from the plane. He had a
badly broken leg and a punctured lung
but was otherwise fine. Everyone else, including his parents and brother,
died immediately. I couldn’t read enough about this story, and I knew
fairly quickly that I was going to have to write my way into understanding
how this little boy could possibly walk away from this crash, from the loss
of his entire family, and find a way to not only survive but live.
What is your relationship with flying?
After doing a lot of research on worst-case scenarios and spending eight
years in the heads of characters on a plane that was doomed to crash, I
don’t love it. But I do fly, and in promoting this book, I’ve flown more in
the past six months than I have in years. When I’m in the air, I feel hyperaware that I’m at 35,000 feet in a metal bus. And half of me thinks that
fact is AMAZING, and I’m in awe of the ingenuity of my fellow, smarter
humans for inventing a miracle. The other half of me is anxious, though,
because I’m at 35,000 feet in a metal bus.
We know at the very beginning that the plane crashes and Edward is
the only survivor. Yet we live with the characters on the plane through
the whole novel. Was it challenging to pull off that structure?
I knew that the two storylines had to sit side by side, in part because I
thought that if something this absolutely devastating happened to a person, he would carry it with him for the rest of his life. It wouldn’t be a matter of whether he was able to set that trauma down, it would be a matter
of learning to bear its weight. That’s why the two storylines alternate and
have (roughly) equal space in the novel. And perhaps because I saw the
structure as inevitable, I found it to be a creative positive. I had two arcs
I was following at all times, and that kept me on track.
You focused on the small details in Edward’s life during his recovery—
his wanting to leave the house for nighttime walks and not wanting to
sleep upstairs. Tell us about this portrayal of his trauma.
Edward’s first year after the crash, which takes place in part one of the
book, felt very clear to me from the start. His focus was on physical survival: Could he eat, could he walk, could he sleep? After his first year,
though, I struggled with his chapters. The possibilities for his forward
motion felt infinite, and in fact there’s a version of the book in which we
see Edward’s entire life, ending when he’s about 75 years old. Eventually
(like, after five years of writing), I decided to align his recovery with the
psychological framework known as Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. The hierarchy is shaped like a triangle, and the bottom, largest “need” is for
survival, shelter, food and water. It narrows gradually through the need
for safety, then love and belonging, then esteem and finally self-actualization. I used these stages as reference points as Edward grew, grieved
and healed. 					
—Jeff Vasishta

THE ORPHAN THIEF by GLYNIS PETERS
From the USA Today bestselling author of
The Secret Orphan... As Hitler’s bombs rain down on
Britain, Ruby is dealt the most devastating blow, but a
chance encounter with a young street urchin gives her
the chance she needs to rebuild her life.

THE LAST LETTER FROM JULIET
by MELANIE HUDSON

A daring pilot who grew up among the clouds,
Juliet’s life was one of courage, adventure—
and a love torn apart by war. Now, on her 100th
birthday, her final wish just might come true...

THE SECOND MIDNIGHT
by ANDREW TAYLOR
Travelling to Prague on a mission for the British
Intelligence Service, Alfred takes his troubled
young son, Hugh, as cover. But as
tensions rise, Hugh is left to survive Nazi
Europe on his own.

A SISTER’S COURAGE

by MOLLY GREEN
The most ambitious of three sisters, Lorraine
always dreamed of becoming a pilot, and
when war breaks out, she becomes one of a
handful of brave female pilots flying fighter
planes to the men on the front line.

GRIPPING STORIES OF
LOVE, LOSS, AND RESILIENCE
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H Uncanny Valley
By Anna Wiener

Memoir
Chances are, you know someone who has
misgivings about technology. Perhaps this
person quit Facebook or downgraded from
a smartphone. In Uncanny Valley: A Memoir (MCD, $27, 9780374278014), these same
misgivings are voiced by a former Silicon Valley
foot soldier.
Anna Wiener, now a writer for The New Yorker, draws on her anxiety-addled experiences
working at several startups during her mid-20s.
Her bosses were very young, hoodie-clad men.
They ran companies fattened up with venture
capital, eager to “disrupt” something, anything.
They were encouraged to “move fast and break
things,” to “ask forgiveness, not permission.”
Recklessness in the name of “optimization”
was seen as noble.
But Uncanny Valley is not a Devil Wears

H Hill Women
By Cassie Chambers

Memoir
As a child,
Cassie Chambers spent many
nights with her
grandparents
and aunt deep
in the mountains of Owsley
County, Kentucky, because
her young
parents were
university students who couldn’t afford day
care. “I was at peace in this holler in the hills,”
Chambers writes, describing the time she
spent helping her family of tobacco sharecroppers while her parents earned degrees at Berea
College.
Destined to be compared to Hillbilly Elegy
and Educated, Hill Women: Finding Family and a Way Forward in the Appalachian
Mountains (Ballantine, $27, 9781984818911)
is a quietly moving, powerful memoir in which
Chambers shares her family’s story while
praising the fortitude, intelligence and strength
of Appalachian women. Unlike Tara Westover’s
parents in Educated, Chambers’ parents deeply
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Prada-style
takedown of
any company
or CEO. Instead, Wiener
focuses on the
startup climate
as a whole—
giving an insider’s view of
San Francisco
and the tech-
Manifest-Destiny-minded
brogrammers
who inhabit it.
She portrays
tech as a field for people who want to be taken
seriously, even though most of them have not
yet proven themselves as good leaders or even
good human beings. Wiener wonders how she
came to earn a salary over $100,000 to essentially answer emails. Her questioning who
earns that kind of money, and why, feels perti-

nent to the current political climate.
Wiener sipped the Kool-Aid but
never quite drank it. She became
skeptical about whether tech
contributes positively to society, let
alone fixes anything in it (which is
often the stated goal). In each of her
workplaces, she was one of only a few
women, an experience she likens to
“immersion therapy for internalized
misogyny.” Surveillance of tech users
was—and still is—rampant, and
unchecked greed turns out to be a
big elephant in the room. “What were
we doing, anyway, helping people become billionaires?” she writes toward
the book’s end. The reader will have
long been wondering the same thing.
Wiener’s eventual exit from startups is publishing’s gain: She is an extremely gifted writer
and cultural critic. Uncanny Valley may be a
defining memoir of the 2020s, and it’s one that
will send a massive chill down your spine.
—Jessica Wakeman

understood education’s importance, imbuing
Chambers with a fierce drive that led her to
Yale College, the Yale School of Public Health,
the London School of Economics and Harvard
Law School. She recounts moments of homesickness and feeling like an outsider, such as
when her mother expressed concern about her
spending habits at Yale, and Chambers shamefully told her, “You don’t understand. Everyone
has a Burberry scarf.”
Ultimately, Chambers returned to Kentucky
to practice law and help domestic violence
survivors, often meeting clients in gas stations,
Dairy Queens and other fast-food restaurants.
She notes that this experience has been “a
powerful reminder about the importance of
telling women’s stories” and that “when given
the right tools, support, and environment,
these women are capable of changing the
world.” Chambers has also ventured into politics since returning to Kentucky. She became
the vice chair of the Kentucky Democratic
Party, admitting that “after November 2016,
I realized in a whole new way that elections
mattered. It wasn’t enough to save the world
one family at a time.”
Never didactic or dull, Chambers is particularly skillful at sharing her family’s narrative
while weaving in facts and commentary about
Appalachian sociology, education, health, economics and politics. Most of all, the author’s
love and respect for her Granny (married at age
15 to a man she had known for a few months),
mother (married at 18, the first in her family to

graduate high school or college) and Aunt Ruth
(an independent woman who married in her
40s) shine through, brightening each page like
a welcoming front porch light.
In this age of political divisions, Hill Women offers a loving, luminous look at an often
misunderstood and undervalued segment of
our society.
—Alice Cary

H Imperfect Union
By Steve Inskeep

American
History
As a native of
the Great State
of Texas (™),
I grew up on
tales of Western
heroes. But even
outside of Texas,
our country has
a tendency to
lionize those
who embodied
the Wild West mythos of America: white men
who did stupid or awful things at least as often
as they did brave ones, whom frontier legend
has polished and absolved. The trouble is,
our history hurts us when we make it into a
self-congratulatory story. It can only teach us if
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we also include the moments when we failed.
Steve Inskeep, particularly aware of our
current cultural moment in his role as the
host of NPR’s “Morning Edition,” has given
us a history to learn from in his book Imperfect Union: How Jessie and John Frémont
Mapped the West, Invented Celebrity, and
Helped Cause the Civil War (Penguin Press,
$32, 9780735224353). Present are all the things
we like in an American tale: frontier adventure,
fame and a conflict that’s cast as tragic and
romantic. But Inskeep, wise to the lure he has
set out, doesn’t give us the story we expect.
Failures and near misses are rife. John Frémont
was a famed explorer who delivered California
to the United States, true. But he was indecisive
and short-sighted, and though he came down
on the right side of the slavery argument, he
was unapologetically racist. His wife was the
brilliant political force behind him—an abolitionist who was wildly popular with the American people but, because she was a woman, was
barred from achieving her own ambitions.
Inskeep deepens the tale beyond the traditional American narrative, giving us an insightful look at two people who seem familiar even
all these years later: an ambitious and brilliant
woman shackled by her gender and an imperfect dreamer who often comes close to doing
the right thing. Within the political theater of
this pre-Civil War drama, we just might find
ourselves.
—Anna Spydell

Kill Reply All
By Victoria Turk

Self-Help
Be honest:
Have you ever
been guilty
of phubbing?
Have you ever
been Tindstagrammed? Do
you often show
off your #ootd?
Now really
be honest: Do
you know what
any of those things are? Because I sure didn’t
before reading Kill Reply All (Plume, $16,
9780593086193), a clever and informative guide
to online etiquette by Victoria Turk, a senior
editor at Wired magazine. (For the record,
“phubbing” is snubbing someone in favor of
your phone, “Tindstagramming” is stalking
someone on Instagram after they rejected you
on Tinder, and “#ootd” is a tag used when you

post a picture of your outfit of the day.)
Living in the digital age is confusing. By
now, most of us know the subtext of the eggplant emoji and understand that using punctuation in our texts is a sure sign we’re old.
Still, navigating the online world is complicated. To make things simpler, Turk divides her
practical and straightforward advice into four
categories: work, romance, friendship and
community. Turk’s Marie Kondo-like approach
to email inbox management may actually
make you excited to tackle those 1,500 unread
messages.
The section on online romance—from
choosing a photo for your dating app profile
to avoiding “some of the invasive species that
have made online dating their habitat”—is
fairly specific. Not everyone needs a tutorial
on online flirting, but for those who do, Turk’s
hilarious pointers on what your dating bio
really says about you are not to be missed.
(When someone is “adventurous,” it means
they “did a gap year.”)
Probably the most useful section is the
chapter on how to behave in different online
communities. The rules vary, and so will your
persona. (Think of how you present yourself
on Twitter versus LinkedIn.) This chapter offers
ample food for thought on how to artfully
unfriend someone on Facebook, when it’s appropriate to tag someone on Twitter and how
to make a meme.
At the end of the day, we all fall prey to online
pitfalls. The trick is to use your best judgment,
use emojis sparingly and, for the love of God,
don’t accidentally like a photo when you’re
stalking your ex-boyfriend’s Facebook page.
—Amy Scribner

Successful Aging

brain’s development throughout our lifespan
and explains how a few tweaks here and there
can improve our prospects, particularly in the
later stages of life.
Levitin’s decades of knowledge as a neuroscientist provide the backbone of this sizable (at
500-plus pages) book. Focusing on three main
topics—development, choices and longevity—he explains the synergy between our brains
and everything they encounter, from our social
interactions, genetics and environment to
activities such as eating, sleeping and exercise.
But beyond the facts and statistics (although
there are plenty of interesting ones), Levitin
personalizes his writing, providing dozens of
case studies and examples from his research, as
well as his own experiences.
Although the aging process can ravage the
brain, Levitin demonstrates that this is by no
means the only possible outcome. He stresses
that “aging is not simply a period of decay,
but a unique developmental stage that—like
infancy or adolescence—brings with it its own
demands and its own advantages.” He reaches
back into childhood to highlight the factors
that affect our brain later in life and explains
how our responses and subsequent behaviors
are modified along with our aging bodies. He
also covers the most recent research on everything from psychedelic drugs to the length of
telomeres (nucleotide sequences at each end
of a chromosome), drilling down to what’s
science fiction and what’s reality.
With more and more of the population living
longer, Successful Aging is a timely and relevant guide that will appeal to all age groups,
giving us the motivation to keep our minds
active and engaged.
—Becky Libourel Diamond

The Magical Language of Others

By Daniel J. Levitin

Science
It’s no secret
that our brain is
a complex thinking machine.
But in addition
to our thoughts,
a huge number
of other processes are controlled
by our brains,
which evolve
and change as
we age. In Successful Aging: A Neuroscientist
Explores the Power and Potential of Our Lives
(Dutton, $30, 9781524744182), Daniel J. Levitin
(This Is Your Brain on Music) outlines the

By E.J. Koh

Memoir
An engaging,
literary take on
language and
its role in the
diaspora of a
scattered family,
The Magical
Language of
Others (Tin
House, $22.95,
9781947793385)
speaks from—
and to—the heart.
When E.J. Koh is 14, her father lands a
lucrative three-year contract with a Korean
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company in Seoul. Her mother goes with him
to Korea, leaving Koh and her older brother
essentially on their own in California. Their
mother writes letters in Korean, her native
language, dotted with attempts at English. Koh
has yet to learn Korean and cannot write back.
She can only blur and stain the indecipherable
text with her tears.
The distance between mother and daughter
grows. Visits to and from her parents are sparse
and awkward. Her father, who seems to know
only how to work hard, keeps renewing his
company contract until, seven years later, he
accepts that his American daughter can have
no future in Korea, and he and Koh’s mother
return.
By then, Koh has learned her father’s native
language, Japanese, while studying at a school
in Japan, a country that once despised the
Korean people. She learns about her grandmother’s traumatic years in Japan during World
War II, adding another layer to her understanding of language and her complex family history.
Throughout this slim memoir, fraught with
differences in culture, custom and, most of
all, language, runs a thread of familial love
and pain, a back-and-forth that, given Koh’s
eloquence, needs no translation. It will take
her years to translate her mother’s letters and
decide if she was abandoned or if, as she tells
a fellow resident at a New Hampshire artist
colony, “my parents set me free. They gave me
my freedom.”
—Priscilla Kipp

Wilmington’s Lie
By David Zucchino

American
History
In 1898, the
American Baptist Publication
Society called
Wilmington,
North Carolina,
“the freest town
for a negro in
the country.”
By November
10 of that same
year, Wilmington had devolved into perhaps
the most dangerous place for black people
in North Carolina, if not in America. David
Zucchino’s Wilmington’s Lie: The Murderous
Coup of 1898 and the Rise of White Supremacy (Atlantic Monthly, $28, 9780802128386)
explores in gripping detail the efforts of white
supremacists to overturn black political and
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social power in Wilmington and to eliminate
black citizens by any means necessary.
One long-held view of the November 1898
events in Wilmington is that they were race
riots. Zucchino digs deep into archival records,
interviews locals’ descendants about their relatives’ involvement in the events and discovers
that there’s simply no evidence that race riots
fomented by black people against white people
occurred. Instead, he uncovers evidence that
on that November day, white men had been
buying guns, vowing to remove Wilmington’s
“interracial government and black officials by
the ballot or the bullet.”
Zucchino carefully outlines the roles that
black people held in Wilmington’s government
and explores why white people were bothered
by what they called “Negro rule” when black
people held only a small portion of elected
positions in the city. With dramatic opening
sentences (“The killers came by streetcar.
Their boots struck the packed clay like muffled drumbeats as they bounded from the cars
and began to patrol the wide dirt roads.”),
Zucchino creates a suspenseful atmosphere
as he unfolds the stories of white supremacist
Democrats who would stop at nothing to, as
they saw it, take back Wilmington. The results
of these events “inspired white supremacists
across the South. . . .Wilmington’s whites had
mounted America’s first and only armed overthrow of a legally elected government. They
had murdered blacks with impunity. . . . They
had turned a black-majority city into a white
citadel.”
Wilmington’s Lie is a riveting and mesmerizing page turner, with lessons about racial
violence that echo loudly today.
—Henry L. Carrigan Jr.

H Overground Railroad
By Candacy Taylor

American
History
Not even
Candacy Taylor’s electrifying
deep dive into
the history of
the Green Book
can fully explain
what inspired
Victor Green
to launch his
guidebooks for
black travelers in 1938. There were similar,
short-lived guides meant to help black travelers avoid the humiliations of Jim Crow laws

and so-called sundown communities, where
black people had to be out of town by 6 p.m.
But Green, who lived in Harlem and was a
mail carrier in Hackensack, New Jersey, for 39
years, was informative, sincere and genial. He
had staying power. His guides were published
annually from 1938 to 1967, shortly after the
passage of the Civil Rights Act, with a hiatus
during World War II. In the best years, millions
of copies may have been sold.

A deeply moving social
history of American
segregation and
black migration
In Overground Railroad: The Green Book
and the Roots of Black Travel in America
(Abrams, $35, 9781419738173), Taylor follows
the chronology of the Green Book’s development and, more importantly, provides
fascinating and often disturbing context. The
first guide, for example, focused mostly on
Harlem, so Taylor presents riveting stories
about the Apollo Theater and the Lafayette
Theater, where Orson Welles produced “Voodoo Macbeth,” a retelling of the Shakespeare
play with an all-black cast. In the section that
recommends a few golf courses open to black
players, we learn that a black dentist named
George Grant invented the golf tee, and that
in Louisiana, a black man named Joseph Bartholomew designed public golf courses that
he wasn’t allowed to play on. We also learn
that the automobile freed black travelers from
the constant indignities visited upon them
when they took trains and buses; that Cadillac
ordered its dealers not to sell to black people
because it would damage the brand; and that,
since black GIs returning from World War II
had difficulty using the GI Bill for college,
Green’s postwar editions included a list of
black colleges and universities.
This only touches the surface of Taylor’s
amazing book. As part of her research, she traveled thousands of miles and visited more than
4,000 sites listed in editions of the Green Book.
Only 5% of those businesses still exist, most
having succumbed to urban blight or urban
renewal, which bulldozed many black neighborhoods to make way for local freeways. Taylor
generated so much fascinating material in
working on this book that she’s now developing
a Smithsonian Institution traveling exhibition.
Overground Railroad is an eye-opening,
deeply moving social history of American segregation and black migration during the middle
years of the 20th century.
—Alden Mudge
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H Three Things I

Know Are True
By Betty Culley

Fiction
“Jonah’s hands are still now,”
teenage narrator Liv says of her older
brother, Jonah, on the first page of
the novel-in-verse Three Things I
Know Are True (HarperTeen, $18.99,
9780062908025). Jonah was once a
daredevil, but that was before he and
his friend Clay played with a gun they
didn’t know was loaded. Now Jonah
needs around-the-clock nursing care, which
leaves Liv without much attention or energy
left for school—but with many unanswered

H We Used to Be Friends
By Amy Spalding

Fiction
At the beginning of their
senior year, Kat
and James (her
parents were
convinced she’d
be a boy) are
inseparable. At
the end? Well,
the title of Amy
Spalding’s latest
novel is a bit of a
spoiler: We Used to Be Friends (Amulet, $17.99,
9781419738661). These longtime BFFs both end
up bruised and bewildered by their friendship breakup. As James observes in the novel’s
opening chapter, “It was easy to believe that
romance was the only heartache out there.”
Kat’s year starts when, after splitting from
her boyfriend, she starts to develop feelings
for a girl named Quinn. Between exploring
her bisexual identity, idealizing her new
girlfriend and embarking on a campaign to
take down the heteronormative prom king
and queen competition at school, Kat doesn’t
seem to have much time for James anymore.
In the meantime, James hasn’t told Kat that
she’s dealing with her parents’ separation and
her own decision to break up with a boy with
whom, once upon a time, she imagined her
own happily ever after.

questions.
Whose fault
was the accident? Is Jonah
still there,
somewhere
deep inside
his body? And
what 18th
birthday gifts
could possibly appeal to
someone who
can’t move,
talk or even
eat on his
own?
As the debate about gun control rages
around her, Liv’s life centers on daily minutiae:
problems at school, team meetings with Jo-

nah’s nurses and desperate appeals from Clay’s
mother. When Liv needs solace, she finds it on
the riverbank near the shuttered paper mill
that once supported her small Maine town.
And sometimes, Liv gives the river a piece of
clothing that used to belong to her dead father.
Debut author Betty Culley is no stranger to
medical fragility or family grief. Drawing on
her personal experiences as a pediatric home
hospice nurse, she writes Liv’s story from a
place of courage and authenticity. Realistic
details abound, and the poetic format enables
complex and weighty emotions to flow freely.
Dedicated to “those who find the beauty in a
life they didn’t choose or expect,” Three Things
I Know Are True is a moving testament to the
power of resilience.
—Jill Ratzan

James’ and Kat’s stories unfold in alternating chapters and in opposite chronologies.
Kat’s narrative starts at the beginning of the
school year and moves forward, while James’
story begins the summer after senior year and
goes backward. Each girl’s narrative voice is
unique, introspective and often funny as they
each navigate this pivotal year of their lives,
at first together and then increasingly on their
own or with others.
By the time Kat and James meet in the
middle of their timelines, readers will have
developed an appreciation for the ways
relationships can evolve and sometimes even
end, often without any kind of crisis or anyone
to blame. It’s rare to find a novel that treats
friendship so perceptively and acknowledges
its potential end so truthfully.
—Norah Piehl

A girl known as Silverfish is working amid
grim conditions to buy back her freedom on
the debtor ship Brackish when, disobeying orders, she throws a net to a drowning man. Her
altruism extends her sentence on the ship, but
the man she saves
promises her wealth
beyond measure if
she will follow his
lead. Once they find
themselves back on
land in Moray, he
aids her in assuming a new identity
(while she also tries
to reclaim her birth
name, Amaya), and
she quickly wields
authority to rival
that of a queen. Or has she become a pawn in
someone else’s game? As Amaya seeks to exact
her revenge against the wealthy family who
owns the Brackish, she also tries to discover
the answer to a question that haunts her: How
could her own mother sell her into servitude?
The world of Moray is full of striking
contrasts. Many of its denizens lead lives of
luxury, yet its gambling districts teem with
night-crawlers and their addictions, and a
contagious illness that costs a fortune to treat
keeps some quarantined and, critically, unable
to marry. Each chapter opens with an epigram cited from books that exist in the story’s
universe, a touch that adds depth without
weighing down the fast-moving narrative.
Scavenge the Stars is harsh, violent, sensual
and chockablock with vice and corruption, but
the good news doesn’t stop there. This twisted

Scavenge the Stars
By Tara Sim

Fantasy
Identities shift
and glittering
surfaces reveal
decay at the root
in Scavenge the
Stars (Hyperion, $18.99,
9781368051415),
a ferocious fantasy from Timekeeper trilogy
author Tara Sim.

Visit BookPage.com to read a Q&A with
Betty Culley.

Scavenge
the Stars is a
ferocious
fantasy set
in a world
full of striking
contrasts.
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take on Alexandre Dumas’ classic swashbuckler
The Count of Monte Cristo is the first book in
a duology, which means readers who love this
walk—and swim—on the wild side can look
forward to further adventures to come in the
sequel.
—Heather Seggel

H Woven in Moonlight
By Isabel Ibañez

Fantasy
The only
things Ximena
possessed the
day she was
found wandering the streets
of La Ciudad
Blanca were her
loom and her
striking resemblance to the
Condesa Catalina, the last surviving member of Illustrian
royalty after the Llacsan revolt. Rather than
continue to live on the streets, young Ximena
agreed to become Catalina’s double, to appear
as Catalina in public in order to keep the real
Catalina safe.
Ten years later, Ximena has lived in the
Illustrian Keep alongside Catalina as her sister,
confidant and loyal subject. Only Ximena and a
select and trusted few know that Catalina is the
real Condesa and Ximena only a decoy; most
Illustrians believe Ximena to be Catalina, the
leader who will take over and rule once they
defeat Atoc, the false king.

Isabel Ibañez delivers
an inspiring debut about
what it takes to move a
divided society forward.
So when a messenger arrives bearing the
news that Atoc has demanded the Condesa’s hand in marriage, Ximena knows it’s an
opportunity for her to gather crucial information for the Illustrians’ planned attack on
the Llacsans. Although Ximena would prefer
to practice her magical weaving than serve as
a warrior or a spy, she is excited for a chance
to return her beloved Catalina to the throne
and for the possibility of victory after years of
stalemate. But once she is among her lifelong
enemies, playing the role of Catalina on the
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most important stage yet, Ximena’s encounters with a friendly guard, an infuriating healer and others she meets in the Llacsan court
cast doubt on many of the convictions she’s
held since childhood.
Woven in Moonlight (Page Street, $18.99,
9781624148019) is a nuanced and empathetic
fantasy inspired by Bolivian folklore, history
and politics. Ximena is a kind and strong
protagonist whose experiences challenge her
to outgrow her prejudice and desire for vengeance. Touching on ideas of restorative justice
in a unique and vivid setting, Isabel Ibañez
delivers a confident, subtle and inspiring debut
about what it takes to move a divided society
forward.
—Annie Metcalf

Loveboat, Taipei
By Abigail Hing Wen

Fiction
Acceptance to
an elite university and a bright
future beyond—
what more could
a teenager want?
As Ever Wong
discovers in Abigail Hing Wen’s
debut novel,
Loveboat, Taipei
(HarperTeen,
$18.99, 9780062957276), there’s a whole lot
more to life than traditional notions of success.
Ever would rather do anything than spend
the summer after her senior year of high
school studying in Taipei, Taiwan. But when
her parents decide it’s time for her to learn
about her culture, Ever reluctantly travels
across the globe to attend Chien Tan, an academic program for high-achieving students.
Prepared for a summer of boredom, Ever is
shocked to find that Chien Tan—nicknamed
“Loveboat” because of its notoriety for romance and matchmaking—promises anything
but.
Thrilled at her first taste of freedom, Ever is
swept up into a world of parties, romance and
a healthy dose of rebellion. As she learns the
ropes of Loveboat, she encounters plenty of
obstacles, and her understanding of her own
identity begins to develop. Her summer in Taipei brings her deeper knowledge of her culture,
recognition of her passions and the chance to
build strong and moving relationships. By the
time she leaves Taipei, Ever is a more empowered and passionate version of herself, and

she’s brought readers along for her journey.
Heartwarming, honest and at times hilarious, Loveboat, Taipei is a story of learning
and growth. Wen has crafted a novel that is
not only a warm and fuzzy feel-good read
but also a beautiful commentary on identity,
self-expression and love. It’s a book readers will
be helpless not to fall for.
—Olivia Rhee
Visit BookPage.com to read a Q&A with
Abigail Hing Wen.

Lucky Caller
By Emma Mills

Fiction
When she
signs up for an
elective radio
broadcasting
class, Nina
expects that she
will earn an easy
A. After all, her
father is a wellknown radio
DJ, so radio
must be in her
blood, right? But when her class’s group project
spins out of control, Nina and her team learn
more about radio—and family, friendship and
loyalty—than they ever anticipated.
Emma Mills delivers a quietly heartwarming
story of complicated family dynamics, forgotten friends and first loves in Lucky Caller (Holt,
$17.99, 9781250179654).
The story centers on Nina, who is juggling
family drama, friendships and the general
anxiety of senior year, none of which is helped
by the fact that her neighbor and former best
friend, Jamie, has come hurtling back into her
life as the fourth member of her radio class
team. But Mills’ vivid character development
doesn’t end with her protagonist. Nina’s two
sisters, her mother, her soon-to-be stepfather
and all of her friends are colorful and complex
creations who are fully capable of stealing the
show. (Nina’s broadcasting team members
Joydeep and Sasha nearly do—repeatedly.)
The slow burn of Nina and Jamie’s rekindled
friendship-turned-adorable-romance adds an
extra layer of depth to Lucky Caller that readers of contemporary romantic comedies will
love. But Nina and her team’s efforts to create
an exciting new radio show—and all that goes
wrong along the way—are what readers will
really find irresistible.
—Sarah Welch

interview | anna-marie mclemore

Finding yourself in a fairy tale
From Hans Christian Andersen’s “The Red Shoes”
to a journey of historical and personal discovery.
When asked to briefly describe Dark and
Deepest Red (Feiwel & Friends, $17.99,
9781250162748), Anna-Marie McLemore is
more than ready to reel off three snappy summaries. “The very short description is ‘Red
Shoes’ plus medieval queers,” McLemore says.
“[A different] way to describe it would be a
reimagining of the fairy tale ‘The Red Shoes’
through the lens of the 1518 dancing plague.
And another way I like to talk about it is sort of
the secret history of a fairy tale.”
The original Hans Christian Andersen tale
is about a girl named Karen (after his own
half-sister, whom he despised) who refuses to
take off her bright red shoes in church and so
is cursed to never be able to take off the shoes
while dancing ceaselessly—even after she successfully begs an executioner to chop off her
feet. It’s a story so unsubtle that its subtext is
essentially its text. It’s also ripe territory for
McLemore’s queer, feminist reimagining.
Deftly plotted in sharply evocative prose,
Dark and Deepest Red follows two parallel and
sometimes intersecting narratives, the first of
which takes place in medieval Strasbourg and
involves a young Romani named Lavinia and the
trans boy she loves, Alifair. The pair are caught
up in the mysterious 1518 dancing plague, an
actual historical event in which about 400 Strasbourgeois danced uncontrollably, some to the point
of collapse and death.
The second narrative follows modern-day Mexican
American Rosella Oliva
and her Romani American
friend Emil, who keeps
his heritage secret, fearing prejudice. During their
small town’s annual “Glimmer,” a week each autumn
in which surreal and magical things happen, a pair of
red slippers attach themselves to Rosella’s feet,
making her dance wildly while heightening her
passion for Emil—and she
can’t remove them.
“There’s something so
powerful about the motif
of shoes, and in fairy tales, they come up all the
time,” McLemore says. “I also love what color
can signify in stories, how it can become its
own language.”

At the time of Dark and
Deepest Red’s genesis, McLemore, a Californian whose
award-winning novels include
The Weight of Feathers and When
the Moon Was Ours, identified as
a queer Latinx Christian. Unexpectedly, however, creating the
story turned out to be a journey
of further personal discovery.
“I wrote this book not realizing that I was nonbinary,” says
McLemore, who now uses the
personal pronouns they/them
and whose husband is trans. “So
it’s very strange having this story
come out with Alifair as a main
character, whom I had something in common with without
realizing it. Obviously our gender identities are different. I’m
much more gender fluid, but I
wrote him not knowing that. My
identity is evolving alongside my
books. . . . Our identities and our history are
constantly evolving. We all have histories that
we’re writing every day.”
As a ballet lover who grew up competing in
traditional Irish dancing, McLemore has personally experienced “this
sort of spell of the dance
when your body takes
over” and has always been
“enthralled” and “horrified” by Andersen’s “The
Red Shoes.” After deciding to pair that fairy tale
with Strasbourg’s dancing
plague, McLemore was delighted to discover scholarly evidence that Andersen may have also had
that plague in mind while
writing his story. “I just had
that sense of history kind
of whispering secrets to
you,” McLemore says.
Research for the book involved a trip to Strasbourg,
where McLemore reveled
in walking cobblestone
streets and soaking up the past. While generally welcomed with kindness and generosity, the
author and their husband had one unfortunate
experience of being “shamed” out of a church

by another visitor. “It was a bad moment of paralleling the story,” they recall. “You’re going to
run into people who have a problem with who
you are wherever you go. So I’m just grateful for
the people who want to be in community with
us.”
McLemore’s own community includes a big
Mexican American family. “When I talk about
community, my family was my first,” they say.
Although dyslexia caused them to struggle
with reading, McLemore loved stories from the
start, and both parents helped to instill a love
of books. (Dark and Deepest Red is dedicated
to McLemore’s father.)
In high school, McLemore started writing in
secret, worried that their reading issues precluded a writing career. Two teachers, however,
encouraged and challenged the budding author. One pivotal reading experience was Ash
by Malinda Lo, which McLemore loves for “this
idea that there are spaces for queer characters
in fairy tales.”
As McLemore adds more of their own work
to the YA and queer canon, readers reach out
to the author, either on Twitter or via email.
“Reader responses are part of what makes me
keep writing the stories I write,” they say. “It’s
a moment of tremendous magic when you realize you not only needed to tell it, but somebody needed to read it.”
—Alice Cary
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Let it snow!
The thrill of a big snowfall. Snow angels. Snow days! Winter is here,
and these picture books celebrate the snowy season.
Ellen Yeomans’ Some Snow Is . . . (Putnam, $16.99, 9780399547546,
ages 4 to 8) revels in winter, exploring how wildly different each snowfall can be. There’s First Snow (the “we’ve waited for so long snow”)
and Spring Snow (“time to go away snow”), with lots of variations in
between. There’s Yellow Snow (uh oh, watch out) and Sledding Snow,
which takes your breath away and freezes your face. Yeomans also explores the emotional extremes of such weather—from the frustration
of light, early-winter Fluff Snow that doesn’t stick, to the complicated
relationship with Driveway Snow, which makes Papa growl but also allows the building of a snow fort, which succeeds in making Papa smile.
Illustrator Andrea Offermann takes readers on this journey with three
children, best friends eager for outdoor winter play. She juxtaposes
vivid colors against
the bright white
of snowfall. In one
striking spread, we
see a field of snow
angels formed by
a group of happy
children, the text
reading merely, “A
flock of angels sing.”
On a spread about
Snow Day snow,
Offermann’s energetic
pen-and-ink
lines nearly conceal
houses in “a world of
swirling white.”
Yeomans
writes
in pleasing, flowing
rhymes that form paired stanzas, with the first three lines of each
stanza ending with “snow.” It all makes for an engaging read-aloud.
It’s another wondrous, wintry world in April Jones Prince’s
Snowy Race (Margaret Ferguson, $18.99, 9780823441419, ages 3
to 7). A young girl rides with her father in his snowplow. She has
been counting down to this day and now feels abundant pride at
the opportunity to help. But the snowplow does more than just
clear the roads; it also takes the two of them to meet someone special at the train station, kicking off a thrilling race to reach a family
member they love.
Prince effectively uses short rhyming phrases (“whirl of snow”)
and simple sentences (“off we go”), making this briskly paced tale
a winning storytime choice. Prince writes with bustling verbs—
slip, slide, chase, spin, whistling, howling, climbing, growling—as
the plow chugs along, the snowy winds accumulate and father and
daughter, always smiling, brave the elements.
The page turns on these landscape-oriented spreads are especially compelling as the vehicle plows through the snow toward
its destination. At one point, illustrator Christine Davenier even
puts readers in the vehicle, seated behind father and daughter as we
look through the windshield with them. Reds, greens and blues pop off
these snowy-white spreads, as do the lemony yellows of the snowplow’s
headlights and the sun trying to peek through winter clouds.
The final spread is a wordless one, showing a family happy to be
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together—warm, safe and snug inside on a frigid winter’s day. Look
closely at the opening and closing endpapers to see the impressive
amount of snow that fell during the adventure.
Written by Newbery Honor recipient Gary D. Schmidt and his late
wife, Elizabeth Stickney (a pseudonym), Almost Time (Clarion, $17.99,
9780544785816, ages 4 to 7) is a story about anticipating the turning
of the seasons.
Ethan is eager for winter’s
exit, when the
warmer weather
causes the sap
from the trees to
run. But for now,
there’s no maple
syrup on his
pancakes, cornbread or oatmeal. He must
wait patiently
for the days to
heat up and the
nights to get
shorter.
One day, he
discovers a loose
tooth. Eager to pull it, Ethan
now has “two things to wait
for.” Even children unfamiliar with the process of
collecting and boiling sap—
which illustrator G. Brian
Karas depicts in three of the
book’s final spreads—can
relate to this story, because
all children know how
interminably slow time
creeps when they’re excited
for something to happen.
Karas depicts the joys
of sledding and chopping wood in a cozy,
wintry-white world, even
if Ethan wears an impatient scowl as he does
these things. He’d rather
be single-mindedly wriggling his tooth, thanks very
much, or trying “not to
think about maple syrup.”
Once the sap starts to run, his tooth also comes out; it was all worth the
wait. Spreads dominated by white snow make way for a closing spread
of warm greens, as the snow melts and Ethan finally gets sweet maple
syrup on his pancakes.
—Julie Danielson
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H The Old Truck
By Jarrett Pumphrey and
Jerome Pumphrey

Picture Book
Over the years, an old farm truck falls
into disrepair and disuse. But the truck isn’t
forgotten by the farmer’s daughter, who
grows up to become a skilled farmer herself
and dreams of a new kind of adventure.
The Old Truck (Norton, $17.95,
9781324005193, ages 3 to 5), the debut picture book from brothers Jarrett and Jerome
Pumphrey, is an instant classic, updating
tried and true picture book themes for a
diverse modern audience. With both Pumphrey brothers acting as author and illustrator,
the result is seamless storytelling through both
pictures and words. Their stamped artwork is

Emergency Kittens!
By Jody Jensen Shaffer
Illustrated by Dave Mottram

Picture
Book
When
life’s got
you down
and you’re
in a tough
spot, who
you gonna
call—Ghostbusters? Maybe Batman? Or perhaps Wonder
Woman? No way. Make your appeal, instead,
to the Emergency Kittens! (Doubleday,
$17.99, 9781984830081, ages 3 to 7). Mimi,
Twee-Twee and Adorbs are three dainty,
dauntless, daredevil cats with starry eyes,
colorful capes and a superpower purr that is
totally irresistible.
Author Jody Jensen Shaffer (Prudence the
Part-Time Cow) and illustrator Dave Mottram
(Wordy Birdy) have teamed up to create a winning, child-pleasing combo: superheroes and
fuzzy kittens. In this Batman-meets-Fluffy tale
of rescue, the Emergency Kittens bound off the
page and come out victorious.
When Sheldon’s basketball gets away from
him at the playground, a group of kids nabs it
and starts a game of keep-away. Nearby human
superheroes show up in a flash and try their
best to make things right. They move bulldozers, leap in the air and tie themselves in knots,

visually distinctive, with bold shapes in mellow
yet colorful tones.
The Old Truck contains no dialogue, and

but their efforts to obtain Sheldon’s ball are
fruitless. If a half-dozen superheroes can’t help
him, Sheldon wonders, who can?
Help soon arrives. Mimi, Twee-Twee and
Adorbs pounce to the playground, rocking
their soft fur and sparkly capes. They attempt
their usual antics before opening their big eyes
wide and purring their superpowered purrs.
Who could resist? The mean kids play with the
kittens and never notice Sheldon’s ball rolling
back to him.
So the next time you drop your ice-cream
cone, get a bad haircut or get stuck up a tree—
have no fear. The Emergency Kittens will save
the day!
—Billie B. Little

H I, Cosmo

By Carlie Sorosiak

Middle
Grade
“I have always
wanted to write
a book from a
dog’s perspective, because
dogs have
always been my
closest friends,”
writes author
Carlie Sorosiak
about I, Cosmo
(Walker, $16.99, 9781536207699, ages 8 to 12),
her heartfelt new novel about a year in the life of

even the narration is restrained, almost austere in its simplicity. The story is all the more
remarkable for it. Using plain, accessible language, the Pumphreys personify the truck as its
exhaustion reflects that of the farmer, and its
own story comes full circle. Time passes gently;
seasons change, wildflowers bloom, trees grow
larger, baskets overflow with the harvest, and
buildings quietly age.
You’ll love everything about The Old Truck,
but my favorite part is how calmly and clearly
the book conveys contemporary ethical
messages that other picture books frantically,
sometimes ploddingly, strive to achieve. It’s
all there: strong, unwavering, capable women; local farm-to-market sensibility; and the
importance of repairing and recycling what we
have for the next generation.
Sorry, other books, but it’s going to take a lot
to beat The Old Truck to the top of my 2020 list.
—Jill Lorenzini

a golden retriever named Cosmo and his family.
As the story opens, the family prepares for
Halloween, Cosmo’s least favorite holiday.
Not only does Halloween involve a lot of
chocolate, which he’s not allowed to eat, but
Cosmo is also at the mercy of little Emmeline,

I, Cosmo is a humorous
and heartfelt family story
featuring a lovable
canine narrator.
who wants Cosmo to go dressed as a turtle
this year. Says Cosmo, “I do not want to be a
turtle.”
But 13-year-old Cosmo’s unhappiness runs
deeper than being forced into an uncomfortable, embarrassing costume. His boy,
Max, is sad. Sometimes Cosmo hears raised
voices, family dance nights are no more, and
the word “divorce” is in the air. The greatest
worry of all is that Max and Cosmo might be
separated.
Can dance bring the family together again?
When Uncle Reggio, a canine specialist,
returns from a tour of duty in Afghanistan, he
takes Cosmo and Max to a special dance club
for dogs. There, Cosmo discovers a love for
his new movements as he and Max train for a
competition. Although it becomes clear that
dancing will not fix Max’s parents’ marriage, by
the time Halloween rolls around again, both
boy and dog have come to accept that even
when families change, love remains.
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The inclusion of Max’s Uncle Reggio, an
African American veteran, brings depth to Sorosiak’s story. Uncle Reggio clearly senses Max’s
anxieties and intercedes in a positive fashion,
becoming a guide and role model. When Max
and Cosmo falter on the dance floor, he’s there
with sage advice: “Don’t focus on anyone else
but you, though. The best that you can do is
more than enough.” As for the dog-dancing
competition: Yes, dog freestyle dancing is apparently really a thing!
With Cosmo serving as a humorous and
lovable narrator, I, Cosmo’s sensitive handling
of divorce in a biracial family will appeal to
readers who enjoy realistic fiction and, of
course, anyone who loves stories about very
good dogs.
—Deborah Hopkinson

From the Desk of Zoe
Washington
By Janae Marks

Middle
Grade
On her 12th
birthday, just
after her “dream
birthday party”
at a local bakery,
Zoe Washington
gets an unexpected letter
from the father
she’s never met.
Marcus Johnson
has long been in prison for the murder of a
young woman who had been a friend of his.
Zoe knows her mother and stepfather wouldn’t
approve, but she secretly begins writing back
in From the Desk of Zoe Washington (Katherine Tegen, $16.99, 9780062875853, ages 8 to
12), Janae Marks’ engaging debut.
Zoe’s instincts prove right, because it turns
out that Marcus has been writing to Zoe for
years, and her mother has been intercepting
his communications. Immediately intrigued,
Zoe is surprised at how kind, smart and concerned her father seems; he calls her “Little Tomato” after a jazz song and sends her a playlist
of his favorite songs. Eventually, Zoe inquires
about his crime, and Marcus declares his innocence, claiming that his public defender never
bothered to track down an alibi that would
have exonerated him.
Zoe finds a helpful ally in her maternal
grandmother, who remembers Marcus and
thinks “he is a good person at heart.” Grand-
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ma believes that Marcus and Zoe have a right
to communicate, so she offers to serve as an
adult intermediary. Their allegiance is warm
and believable; it’s particularly touching when
Grandma facilitates Zoe’s first phone conversation with her father.

Janae Marks’ debut,
From the Desk of Zoe
Washington, is crisp,
compelling and as
sweet as a cupcake.
Unbeknownst to her grandmother, Zoe
is determined to track down Marcus’ alibi,
and the uncertainty of her quest—along
with Marks’ crisp writing and Zoe’s likable first-person narration—makes for
page-turning reading. The resolution of Zoe’s
investigation comes a bit too easily, but her
gradual awakening to the problem of racial
injustice for black people like Marcus serves as
an excellent introduction for young readers to
the pervasive issue.
Marks also includes parallel narratives that
help round out the plot, such as Zoe’s desire
to enter a “Kids Bake Challenge!” on the Food
Network and a misunderstanding between Zoe
and her next-door neighbor, Trevor, who aids
Zoe in her sleuthing. Zoe and Trevor’s friendship troubles offer valuable insights into how
easily relationships can be unintentionally
damaged.
Never heavy-handed, Marks’ prose is as
sweet as one of Zoe’s confections. And as the
icing on the cake, From the Desk of Zoe Washington imparts important lessons about judging other people, whether by the color of their
skin or by their presumed guilt or innocence.
—Alice Cary

Where’s Baby?
By Anne Hunter

Picture
Book
Where’s
Baby? (Tundra, $17.99,
9780735264984,
ages 3 to 7) puts
a fresh twist
on the concept
behind the classic picture book Are You My
Mother? Rather than a fledgling baby bird
wandering far and wide, mistaking all manner

of animals and objects for its mother, in Anne
Hunter’s fanciful world, a hapless father fox
sets out to find his cheeky baby pup.
Unable to find Baby Fox in the den, Papa
Fox grabs his walking stick and heads into the
forest. He climbs hills and wanders through
fields. He peeks into burrows and peers into
hollowed-out logs. Along the way, he finds an
owl perched high in the canopy, a fish floating
along in the creek and even a black bear out
enjoying the day, but Baby Fox always manages
to elude him.
Hunter’s illustrations are a striking testament to what can be achieved with just a few
colored pencils and an ink pen. They’re also an
integral part of this giggle-inducing hide-andseek story, offering young readers the delight
of spotting stealthy Baby Fox on each page
as he sneaks around, avoiding his unwitting
father’s gaze.
Though adults might be confused by Papa
Fox’s inability to catch a glimpse of his child (is
his vision going? Has he lost his keen sense of
smell? Is he really that dull-witted?), clever and
sharp-eyed children will look on Baby Fox’s
evasions with glee as they point him out on
page after page.
From its language to its artwork, Where’s
Baby? is so sparse that it’s almost minimalist.
At first glance, it seems to be a very simple
book. And it is—simply entertaining.
—Jon Little

Race to the Sun

By Rebecca Roanhorse

Middle
Grade
Middle
schoolers have a
lot to deal with,
from bullies to
burgeoning hormones, on top
of their homework. Throw in
a supernatural
ability to detect
monsters, and
you’ve got a real recipe for mayhem.
As though seventh grader Nizhoni Begay’s
strange reality couldn’t get any weirder, her
dad’s new boss, Mr. Charles, has started to
show unsettling interest in her and her brother,
Mac—and in their family’s Navajo heritage.
After their father suddenly disappears, Mac
and Nizhoni, along with her best friend, Davery, find themselves on the run. It will take all
of their knowledge of Navajo legends, not to
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mention every ounce of their courage, to find
Nizhoni’s father and save their world from the
ancient creatures Mr. Charles has unleashed.
Nebula and Hugo Award-winning author
Rebecca Roanhorse (Trail of Lightning) adds to
the increasingly diverse roster of Rick Riordan’s
eponymous imprint with Race to the Sun (Rick
Riordan, $16.99, 9781368024662, ages 8 to 12).
Native American myth and lore take center
stage in this story, supported by action and
adventure that will keep readers turning pages
as they anxiously anticipate the outcome of
Nizhoni’s thrilling quest. It’s populated with
quirky characters reminiscent of Riordan’s own
stories, so every reader will find someone to
connect with in this novel.
Through its incorporation of important
aspects of Native American beliefs and culture,
including protecting the natural world and
honoring family, Race to the Sun adds vital
and long-overdue positive representation of
contemporary Native Americans to young
readers’ shelves.
—Hannah Lamb

Pixie Pushes On
By Tamara Bundy

Middle
Grade
Life isn’t easy
for anyone on a
farm in the nation’s heartland
in the 1940s, but
it’s especially
hard for Pixie,
the spunky
heroine of
Tamara Bundy’s
Pixie Pushes On
(Nancy Paulsen, $16.99, 9780525515166, ages
9 to 12). Pixie’s mother has died, and her sister
has contracted polio and been taken to a hospital. Pixie blames herself for these tragedies
and struggles to cope with her family’s losses.

Unfortunately, Pixie’s school life isn’t much
better than what waits for her at home, and
she finds it hard to feel thankful—even on
Thanksgiving, when she’s not allowed to visit
her beloved sister in the hospital. Life seems to
have handed Pixie a raw deal.
Things come into perspective, though, when
a baby lamb, Buster, joins the farm, and Pixie
is charged with his care. As her Granddaddy
says, “Every day’s a lesson in beginnings and
endings.” Pixie learns compassion and understanding as she pushes on through her pain
and learns to laugh and find joy again.
Amid the tough farm work, Pixie’s family
is her guiding force, and neighbors who’ve
also experienced loss help open her heart.
Glimpses into life during wartime—iron lungs,
back-breaking work, war rations and doing
without—make this a poignant piece of historical fiction for young readers.
Pixie Pushes On is a touching story of love,
loss and learning about the world beyond your
own backyard.
—Sharon Verbeten

meet A.G. FORD

Tameka Fryer Brown and A.G. Ford’s
Brown Baby Lullaby (FSG, $16.99,
9780374307523, ages 2 to 6) is a
loving and lyrical ode to bedtime.
Illustrator Ford’s warm tones and
soft lines perfectly capture the
playfulness and affection among
mother, father and baby as they get
ready for bed. Ford has published
more than 30 books for young
readers and is the recipient of two
NAACP Image Awards. He lives in
Frisco, Texas, with his wife
and their two sons.
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